
Tour Programme
 
Silver Whisper 4826 / 9 Days
 

September-30-2018 / October-09-2018
Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy / Monte Carlo, Monaco

Date Arrive Depart

30 Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy 7:00 PM

1 Sorrento, Italy 8:00 AM

2 Sorrento, Italy 1:00 PM

3 Cagliari, Italy 8:00 AM 5:00 PM

4 Ajaccio, France 10:00 AM 7:00 PM

5 Livorno (Tuscany), Italy 8:00 AM 11:00 PM

6 Portofino, Italy 8:00 AM 11:00 PM

7 Saint Tropez, France 8:30 AM 10:30 PM

8 Marseille (Provence), France 8:00 AM 7:00 PM

9 Monte Carlo, Monaco 8:00 AM



General Information
 
ORGANISED SHORE EXCURSIONS
Booking Direct with Silversea gives you peace of mind. Our local tour operators are fully insured and have been comprehensively vetted. In
the unlikely event of issues with a Silversea tour, we assume responsibility and the ship will wait for our delayed shore excursion. These are
important factors when comparing value. Looking for a special program with your travelling companions? In a nod to our Italian heritage,
let us reserve for you our Silver Shore “Privato” service - a private vehicle with driver and/or guide. Create your own itinerary or leave it to
us. This service is available in most ports which you can reserve on MySilversea (my.silversea.com) or at the Shore Concierge desk onboard
for a truly tailor-made arrangement. Please bear in mind as we traverse many far reaching destinations, the local infrastructure varies and is
beyond our control. Road conditions and vehicles available locally may not be up to standards we are accustomed to. Guides and drivers
may speak with a heavy accent at times depending on the port of call. Be assured however that at Silversea, we contract only the best tours
and best operators available at each destination. Please Note: Silversea reserves the right to make any changes or modify a tour in case of
unforeseen circumstances and/or to ensure the safety and comfort of our guests.
 
BOOKING & CANCELLATION DEADLINES
Shore excursions must be purchased on or before the booking deadline for each port of call. Tours are available on a first-come, first-
served basis; some tours are very popular with guests often ending up being wait-listed: in order to avoid disappointment, it is therefore
suggested to book in advance via my.silversea.com from 120 - 7 days prior to sailing. Last-minute requests to participate on excursions are
subject to space availability, which in some cases may not be determined until departure time pier-side. Please note that certain shore
excursions may have different reservation deadlines and may incur cancellation fees if cancelled after the deadline. Unless otherwise
indicated in the tour description for a particular shore excursion a 100% cancellation fee will be charged for shore excursions cancelled
within 48 hours of the scheduled start time. If changes or cancellations are required once onboard, tickets must be returned to the Shore
Concierge desk within the cancellation deadline period.
 
ONLINE ADVANCE RESERVATION OF SHORE EXCURSIONS
For those of you that are not aware, at Silversea you can pre-reserve your excursions at leisure prior to your journey on the internet, log on
to MySilversea (my.silversea.com) up to 7 days prior to your sailing date. If you have pre-reserved your excursions on line, your tickets will
be delivered to your suite upon embarkation and all charges will be billed to your shipboard account.
 
ON BOARD RESERVATIONS
Once on board, you may also reserve and purchase your shore excursions. You will find a consolidated tour booking form in your suite and
at the Shore Concierge desk. Select the tours in which you wish to participate, then leave the completed and signed form at the Shore
Concierge desk prior to the booking deadline indicated. Tour tickets will be delivered to your suite and your selected excursions charged
to your shipboard account. Overland and exclusive excursions must be pre-paid by credit card through your reservation agents. If still
available they may also be purchased on board. Shore excursions require a minimum number of participants in order to operate as
described. If this minimum number is not met, Silversea reserves the right to offer the programme at a different rate or to cancel the
specific departure. 
 
SHORE EXCURSION PRICING
Prices are generally quoted per person, per tour, with the exception of Silver Shore Privato or group-designated excursions. Prices are
subject to change without notice. Please visit MySilversea (my.silversea.com) for the most up-to-date information. Discounts for children
under 12 years of age are available on some, but not all tours. Prices for children, if available, will be adjusted onboard. Please meet with
the Shore Concierge team prior to your excursion to discuss the availability of children’s pricing.
 
ON-TIME TOUR DEPARTURES
As a courtesy to fellow guests, tour departures generally will not be announced unless there is an unforeseen change. Departure times
from the ship are published in the ships daily newspaper, the Silversea Chronicle. Guests are kindly requested to proceed ashore at least
ten minutes prior to the tour departure time. The Shore Concierge team will be pier-side to direct you to the appropriate transportation.
When the ship is at anchor, guests must allow additional time to tender ashore.
Silversea Cruises reserves the right to adjust itineraries and tour departures as local conditions dictate. Please note that pier departure
times are also listed in MySilversea (my.silversea.com)
 
TOUR SUITABILITY
At Silversea we offer a broad range of activities for our guests of all physical capabilities. Some excursions are decidedly only for the
physically fit and active guest. Each excursion offered is clearly identified with an activity level to assist you. For your safety and enjoyment
and that of your fellow guests, please be certain you’re selecting excursions that meet your physical capability. We therefore encourage
guests to review the tour description carefully including the PLEASE NOTE section which includes useful information and attend the port
talks onboard. If you still have any questions or concerns regarding this, please contact Shore Concierge (shoreconcierge@silversea.com)
prior to your cruise or visit the Shore Concierge desk for more detailed information once onboard.
 
ON LAND SILVER SHORE CONCIERGE SERVICES
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Let Silversea Cruises customise a special event or excursion exclusively for you. Expert Shore Excursion professionals are available to assist
with knowledgeable suggestions, personalised planning and coordination of all private, independent touring including area highlights,
flightseeing, water sports and more. To take advantage of this service, requests should be submitted no later than 30 days prior to sailing
and guests must have a deposited or fully paid cruise booking. Strict cancellation policies apply to your confirmed, exclusive programme.
When calling or emailing, please have your booking number available. There is a service fee of $100 per port to secure your arrangements,
however this fee will be applied to your confirmed programme in that port. Call +1.800.968.9518 or e-mail: shoreconcierge@silversea.com
The Shore Concierge may be contacted by phone, to arrange tailor-made tours, Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (East
Coast time U.S.) You may leave a detailed message when calling outside of these hours. You may also e-mail your request for your
personalised programme.
 
ONBOARD SHORE CONCIERGE TEAM
Whether you wish to participate in an organised shore excursion or bespoke tailor-made tour, Silversea’s experienced Shore Concierge
team are happy to assist you in ensuring your shore- side experiences are nothing less than a memory that lasts forever.
The Shore Concierge team is available onboard on sea days from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Office opening
hours in port may vary whilst staff is shore-side assisting you on tour. Please refer to the Silversea Chronicle for daily office opening hours.
When contemplating a tailor-made program onboard, please contact the Shore Concierge team as early as possible at the beginning of
your cruise, as time may be a factor in reaching local contacts. Please be aware that once arrangements have been confirmed, 100%
cancellation fee will be applied. Unfortunately, we are unable to change or cancel airline tickets, car rental, hotel or any other reservations
you made previously with your travel agent or on your own. In many ports of call there may be a local hospitality representative on board to
provide additional information, for two hours after the ship’s arrival. In some ports, local information may be found in the tourist
information centre ashore.
 
PORT TALKS
Throughout your cruise we’ll be offering Port & Shore Excursion information given by our Shore Concierge Manager and Destination
Consultant prior to arrival in each port of call. Our aim is to give you a travel experience that goes beyond the ordinary and many of your
questions about our ports of call will be answered in these briefings, giving you more time to enjoy and immerse yourself in each port. The
information is presented in the theater or is pre-recorded and played on your in-suite entertainment system.
 
SILVERSEA SHUTTLE SERVICE
Complimentary transportation may be provided by Silversea when the local town is beyond a reasonable walking distance from the port.
This service may not be possible in ports where a strong taxi union exists, preventing Silversea from providing a complimentary shuttle. The
availability and schedule for this service will be announced onboard and listed in the Silversea Chronicle. We are not able to advise this in
advance. Operationally, intervals between shuttle bus departures could be affected by local traffic. Silversea is not liable for any unforeseen
delays. There will be a break in service for driver meal times. Shuttle service is offered during the day only. The shuttle service is designed
to augment local transportation; guests requiring more flexibility may prefer not to wait for a shuttle and secure a taxi at their own expense.
 
CHILDREN ON TOUR
To ensure the safety of our younger guests, participation by children in certain shore excursions may be restricted. To ensure the safety of
our younger guests, children up to the age of 8 years old are only permitted to participate in suitable Silver Shore Excursions and the
shuttle service, if the vehicles are equipped with the correct safety harness and seating equipment, to accommodate a child. Such
harnesses' and secure seating cannot be guaranteed. Alternately guests may use their own approved safety seat, booster seat or harness
as long as they are compatible with the local touring vehicle and can properly secure the young guest. Silversea reserves the right to refuse
children under the age of 8 years old on any tour on the basis of safety.
 
GRATUITIES
Gratuities for local guides and drivers are not included in the excursion price. It is customary to tip tour guides and drivers. Such gratuities if
extended, should be done so on a voluntary, individual basis.
 
MOBILE TELEPHONES
As a courtesy to fellow guests, kindly refrain from using mobile telephones while on tour so as not to interfere with the guide’s explanation.
Most tours make frequent stops, allowing time for guests to use their mobile telephones. We appreciate your understanding in this matter.
 
SMOKING
For reasons of safety and comfort, smoking is not permitted on any tour vehicles used by Silversea. Your understanding in this matter is
appreciated.
 
VIDEO/PHOTOGRAPHY CHARGES
At some museums, sites and monuments, photography and/or the use of video cameras may not be allowed or may incur a charge. These
charges are not included in the tour price and are at guests’ own expense.
 
SHOPPING STOPS
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While our organised excursions are not generally geared to the serious shopper, some tours allow for short shopping stops as indicated in
the tour description. In the interest of all tour participants, guests should adhere to the allotted time and return to the tour vehicle
promptly as advised by the tour guide or ship’s escort. Please Note: The selection of shops is generally left to the discretion of the tour
operator. Silversea does require that establishments be reputable, of general interest to our guests and offer quality goods. However, all
purchases are the responsibility of the individual.
 
ADDITIONAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
Silversea Cruises Ltd. and its associated or affiliated companies act solely as agents for airlines, motorcoach companies, railroads and other
service providers. The provisions in the cruise ticket contract govern Silversea Cruises Ltd.’s responsibility to guests and Silversea Cruises
Ltd. shall not be liable in any manner, for any reason, with respect to other services provided. Silversea Cruises Ltd. cannot be held
responsible for conditions prevalent ashore at ports of call. Some of these conditions might preclude individuals with disabilities from safe
or practical participation in organised shore excursions. Silversea Cruises Ltd. cannot accept responsibility for losses or additional expenses
due to delay in rail, plane, vessel or other services, sickness, weather, strikes, war, quarantine or other causes. These tour descriptions are a
general overview of the programme and are subject to change. Our local operator reserves the right to substitute other sites if local
situations, including holidays, closures, weather, delays, congestion, etc. require. Silversea Cruises Ltd. reserves the right to adjust shore
excursion pricing.
 
INSURANCE
The extent of insurance coverage in foreign countries varies widely and depends on their laws and customs. It is suggested that guests
consider short-term health and accident policies from their own insurance company prior to leaving home. Silversea Cruises, Ltd. cannot
assume liability for baggage or other personal effects lost or damaged while those items are in the custody of an airline, hotel or other
service provider. Baggage is always ‘at owner’s expense’ at all times.

Activity Level and Icon Definition
Minimal Activity
Excursions are easily paced without the need for
excessive walking or physical activities. Being able to
board motor coaches and negotiate steps can be
encountered. 
 
Moderate Activity
Full participation may include a limited number of
steps, uneven surfaces and/or periods of standing.
 
Extensive Activity
Full participation requires being in good physical
condition and may involve inclines, steps, uneven
surfaces and/or extended periods of standing.
 
Adventure Tour – Physically fit
Active excursions are recommended only for those
guests in good physical health, with considerable
amounts of physical activity.

 
Wheelchair and disabled-friendly tours
Guests in a standard wheelchair must be accompanied
by their own helper and be able to board a motor
coach, van or boat. Once on tour you will be
unattended. We kindly ask you to inform the Shore
Concierge staff promptly at embarkation when using a
wheelchair. For guests with serious mobility issues
please contact the Shore Concierge staff promptly so
they can help make arrangements. In certain ports
wheelchair accessible vehicles are available at an extra
charge and advanced reservation. 
 

Evening Excursion 
The excursion is taking place in the evening.

Meal Included
A meal is included in the excursion.

New Excursion
This shore excursion is brand new to Silversea.

 

Privato
Silversea Privato excursions include private use of a
local driver and car. Please see the Shore Concierge
for more information and reservation. 

 
Limited Space Available
Please be aware that there is only limited space
available on this tour. Places are delivered on a first
come first served basis. 

 
Promo
The shore excursion is offered on a complimentary
basis as part of a free shore excursion promotion
(the “Promotion”).  Please check your booking terms
and condition or up to 7 days MySilversea to
determine whether your booking qualifies for the
Promotion. If your booking does not qualify for the
Promotion there will be a cost associated with this
shore excursion.
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October 01 2018, Monday

Sorrento - Italy
 

RRO-A / ANCIENT POMPEII DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$119; Duration:4.50 hrs
 The famous archaeological site of Pompeii is regarded as the world's finest example of an ancient Roman town, and offers visitors an insight into

the life of a bygone era. Buried for centuries, it was not until 1748 that the Pompeii was rediscovered and its excavations began. Explore the ruins
of this city on this half-day excursion.
After tendering ashore, board the local shuttle to the uptown meeting point where your coach will be waiting. A drive of approximately 45-60
minutes takes you to the excavated town of Pompeii. En route, you may be able to catch a glimpse of Mount Vesuvius.
 
Pompeii
Upon arrival in Pompeii, your guided walking tour begins through the ancient streets, providing a unique opportunity to learn about the
historical events and the tragic end of the city's 20,000 people. The catastrophic eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. surprised the population
of this prosperous provincial capital and resort town, burying it under 20 feet (6 metres) of ash and pumice stone, yet preserving an entire city.
 
City Tour
See the mansions and artwork of the wealthy residents who moved to Pompeii to escape the turmoil of Ancient Rome. On display are numerous
paintings and inscriptions, including notices about wine sales, apartment vacancies, upcoming events, political announcements, and even
personal love notes. In addition to several homes, highlights also include the Forum, open and covered theatres, and the Stabian Baths. The
pathways are endless and the buildings fascinating. Some of the mansions still retain their original marble decorations, well-preserved frescoes
and splendid mosaics. Following your visit to this amazing site, return to the coach parking area and re-board your coach for the drive back to
Sorrento.
Upon arrival at the bus terminal, change to the local shuttle bus for the ride down to the harbour, or remain in the main centre for individual
exploration and return to the ship on a later shuttle (time permitting).
 
 
Please note: This tour takes place entirely on foot and requires an extensive amount of walking on cobblestones and uneven surfaces. This
tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. A
minimum number of guests per guide are required to operate this programme.

 
RRO-B / AMALFI WALKINGTOUR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$109; Duration:7.50 hrs

 Amalfi, a rare place where photographs simply don't do the sights justice, enjoy the world famous coastal drive to Amalfi. Explore up close and
personal on this walking tour through the seaside village of the Amalfi Coast. Explore the small streets and walk in the footsteps of history where
the beauty of this ancient place comes alive.
Amalfi Coastal Drive
On arrival at the pier, shuttle buses take you to the upper terrace of Sorrento where your coach awaits. Travel approximately 1.5 hours along the
Amalfi Drive. Pass Positano, a pretty fishing village, which has become a colony of artists and writers.
 
Amalfi
Amalfi is a romantic, Moorish-style resort town overlooking the Bay of Salerno at the foot of the steep Lattari Hills. In the center of the town
stands the 11th-century Cathedral of St. Andrew, said to hold the remains of the apostle. Distinctive for its black-and-white facade and its
mosaics, the building features bronze doors cast in Constantinople in 1066 and a bell tower dating to the 13th century. Head out from the Piazza
del Duomo and explore the narrow alleyways lined with shops and boutiques and enjoy free time for own lunch.
 
Walking Tour
For those interested, follow your guide and visit the monumental complex of the Cathedral of St. Andrew: the Bell Tower, the Cloister of
Paradise, the Basilica of Crucifix, with its frescoed chapels and the museum with sacred treasure, The Crypt, built in 1206 to hold the sacred
remains of St. Andrew Apostole, the Moorish style Cathedral, which features stunning the 11th century bronze door from Constantinople.
Continue on to the Amalfi Paper Museum, located in a 14th century medieval paper-mill and which hosts machineries and instruments used in
the ancient paper-mills. The ancient technologies, restored and active, reconstruct the entire production cycle of the paper. Among the century-
old tools in the museum it is possible to admire the ancient wooden mauls, operated by a hydraulic wheel; the press used to remove the water in
excess from the paper; the continuous printing machine. The museum gives also the opportunity of assisting the handmade paper production
and the functioning of the ancient water-mills, moved by the waters of the Canneto torrent.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Then, walk back to Piazza Duomo, dominated by the impressive façade of the St. Andrew Cathedral and have some free time for lunch on your
own.
 
Your tour concludes in the mid-afternoon when you return to Sorrento via Vietri sul Mare and motorway.
 
Please note that due to local regulations and restrictions, an alternate stop on the Amalfi Coast (Minori, Maiori or Vietri sul Mare) will be made
should a parking space not be available in Amalfi.
 
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking in Amalfi. Total distance walked is approximately 1 mile (1.6km). Walking in
the village takes place on uneven ground with slopes and steps. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a
wheelchair. Comfortable clothing, walking shoes and sun protection are recommended.

 
RRO-E / AMALFI COASTAL DRIVE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$84; Duration:7.00 hrs

 Travel the Amalfi Coast, considered one of the most beautiful coastal drives in the world. Explore the village of Amalfi, sample southern Italian
cuisine, and shop for souvenirs and majolica ware on this full-day tour and transfer.
Tender ashore and meet the shuttle bus for the short drive to the upper terrace of Sorrento, where your coach awaits. Then, begin the
approximate 1.5-hour drive along scenic the Amalfi Drive, the conventional name of a stretch of road which runs along the Amalfi Coast between
the southern Italian towns of Sorrento and Amalfi, originally built by the Romans.
 
For the greater part of its route, the road is carved out of the side of the coastal cliffs, giving spectacular views down to the Tyrrhenian Sea and
on the other side up to the towering cliffs above.
 
Amalfi
Amalfi is a romantic, Moorish-style resort town overlooking the Bay of Salerno at the foot of the steep Lattari Hills. In the centre of the town
stands the 11th-century Cathedral of St. Andrew, said to hold the remains of the apostle. Distinctive for its black-and-white facade and its
mosaics, the building features bronze doors cast in Constantinople in 1066 and a bell tower dating to the 13th century.
 
Upon arrival, your guide leads you to the main square, the Piazza del Duomo pointing out the main highlights, including the cathedral along the
way. The next two hours are yours to explore the narrow alleyways lined with shops and boutiques and enjoy free time and lunch at any one of its
many cafés on your own.
 
At the designated time, re-board the coach at the meeting area for the return drive to Sorrento via Vietri sul Mare.
 
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking, some of which is up/down inclines and over uneven surfaces. The majority of
walking is at each guest's discretion and this tour is suitable for guests with limited mobility. Guests must be able to get on/off the coach by
climbing steps; wear flat comfortable walking shoes. There are numerous hairpin turns along the Amalfi drive, therefore, this tour is not
recommended for guests who are affected by motion sickness. Guests are responsible for ensuring they are on time for the return to
Sorrento, otherwise, they will be required to make their own way to the ship at their expense.

 
RRO-F / ENCHANTED ISLE OF CAPRI DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$179; Duration:7.50 hrs

 Experience a taste of life on the 'Island of Dreams' during this full-day excursion to Capri. Capri's beguiling combination of fabled beauty and
hedonism has charmed Roman emperors, Russian revolutionaries and Hollywood stars for decades. It's the perfect microcosm of Mediterranean
appeal - a smooth cocktail of chichi piazzas and cool cafes, Roman ruins and rugged seascapes.
On the southern edge of the Gulf of Naples lies the Isle of Capri, often called the 'Island of Dreams'. Roman emperors Augustus and Tiberius
found peace and beauty here, as have the many celebrities who have visited the island. Upon seeing Capri's impressive cliffs and brightly-
coloured villas, it's easy to understand the island's universal appeal.
 
Capri
After meeting your guide on the pier, walk to the hydrofoil/ferry terminal and embark your hydrofoil/ferry for the scenic cruise to the beautiful
'Blue Island' of Capri. Upon arrival at Capri's Marina Grande, walk to the mini-bus station, then depart for the drive to the upper village of Ana
Capri. The drive is via a winding road, and offers magnificent views of the island and the nearby gulf.
 
Ana Capri
While in Ana Capri, browse the many shops or explore some of the main attractions. Visit the famous Villa San Michelle, or take a ride on the
chair-lift to Monte Solaro, the highest point on the island and a favourite of Emperor Augustus. Ample time is made available for lunch in one of
the hotels or seaside cafés (al fresco dining is recommended). Next, re-board the mini-bus for the brief drive to lovely Capri Town.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Capri Town
While in Capri Town, feel free to explore the town on your own or follow the guide on the short walk to the Augustus Gardens. From the park's
spectacular vantage-point, view the Marina Piccola and the legendary Faraglioni Rocks, three enormous rocks that protrude from the blue waters
of the Tyrrhenian Sea. Leaving the Augustus Gardens, approximately two hours is yours to have lunch on your own, visit the famous shopping
street of Via Camerelle or wander through the central square; or 'Piazzetta'.
 
Following your visit, re-board the mini-bus for the transfer to the Marina Grande, then embark the hydrofoil for the return ride to Sorrento. Upon
arrival at the hydrofoil terminal walk back to the pier and re-board the ship.
 
 
Please note: Ana Capri and Capri are pedestrian-only, and require an extensive amount of downhill and uphill walking over uneven surfaces,
with stairs to negotiate. This tour is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Flat, comfortable
walking shoes are recommended. The hydrofoil/ferry is a public one, and not exclusive to Silversea. We are unable to reserve seats for our
guests prior and the ferry operator offers seats to all ticket holders on a first come basis. Crowding and lines can be anticipated at the
hydrofoil and minibus stations.

 
RRO-G / SORRENTO COAST & TASTING AT MICHELIN QUATTRO PASSI DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Depart Sorrento for a one-hour scenic drive along the spectacular Sorrento coast on this tour. The narrow road winds along the side of rocky
seaside cliffs and offers breath-taking views of the Italian Riviera.
Marvel at the rocks rising from the sea and see small boats in sheltered sandy coves that look like brightly coloured toys from above. During the
journey, a short stop for photos will be made overlooking the two Gulfs of Naples and Salerno. Then proceed along the Coast to Nerano Bay,
home of the famous, Michelin-rated Quattro Passi restaurant and cellars.
 
Quattro Passi Restaurant & Cellars
Upon arrival, an expert sommelier welcomes you inside an antique wine cellar for an aperitif. This excellent wine cellar is dug out of the tufa rock,
and well-stocked with the finest Italian and international labels. Next, commence a tasting of their local wines and cheeses served with
bruschetta and olive oil.
 
Following your visit, re-board your coach for the drive back to Sorrento. Upon arrival at the bus terminal, change to the local shuttle bus for the
ride down to the harbour, or remain in the main centre for individual exploration and return to the ship on a later shuttle (time permitting).
 
 
Please note: This tour requires a minimal amount of walking, but there are steps to negotiate at the wine cellar, and guests must be able to
embark and disembark the motor coach. This tour is not accessible to those who utilise a wheelchair. Comfortable walking shoes are
recommended. A minimum number of participants are required to operate this tour.

 RRO-H / AMALFI DRIVE, RAVELLO, POSITANO AND LUNCH AT SAN PIETRO
HOTEL DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$299; Duration:8.00 hrs

 Treat yourself to the beauty and wonder of the world-renowned Amalfi Coast on this outing that includes a visit to Ravello, Positano and lunch at
the famous5-Star San Pietro Hotel. Positano is the Coast's most picturesque and photogenic town; with vertiginous houses tumbling down to the
sea in a cascade of sun-bleached peach, pink and terracotta colours. No less colourful are its steep streets and steps lined with wisteria-draped
hotels, smart restaurants and fashionable boutiques.
Depart the pier and board a private minibus for the scenic, one-hour drive along the spectacular Amalfi Coast to Ravello and Positano. The
narrow road winds along the side of rocky seaside cliffs, and offers breath-taking views of the Italian Riviera. Marvel at the rocks rising from the
sea, and see small boats in sheltered sandy coves that look like brightly-coloured toys from above. During the journey, a brief photo stop is
made overlooking the lovely village of Positano.
 
Ravello
Visit the exterior of its ornate cathedral, founded in 1086, which contains two medieval pulpits, Roman sarcophagi and paintings by southern
Renaissance artist Andrea da Salerno. Your visit concludes with a stop at Villa Rufolo and the garden that inspired Richard Wagner to develop the
magical garden of Kilingsor in the second act of Parsifal
 
Positano
Upon arrival in Positano, a short walk brings you to the city's main centre. Following a brief introductory tour, continue exploring on your own or
browse the designer boutiques, souvenir shops and art galleries found along the main street and some narrow alleys.
 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Once a small fishing village, Positano is now the star attraction of the entire Amalfi coast. White Moorish-type houses cling dramatically to slopes
around a small sheltered bay. Many of the houses can only be reached via steep staircases. A 1.5-hour visit allows you to take in the unique
setting and special ambience of Positano. At the appointed time, re-join your guide and walk back to the minibus pick-up point for the drive to
your lunch reservation.
 
San Pietro Hotel
Located a short distance south of Positano, the hotel takes its name from a cliff-side chapel. Entrance to the hotel is by elevator. Here, in this
ultimate secluded spot frequented by the most discerning clientele, a three-course lunch awaits you. After lunch, some free time is made
available to look around this romantic site and take in the breath-taking vistas.
 
Leaving the hotel, return to Sorrento via the same stretch of Amalfi Drive. Upon arrival in Sorrento, you may opt to return directly to the pier, or
remain in the main centre for independent exploration and return to the ship on a later shuttle (time permitting), or find their own way back at
their own expense.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking uphill. Positano's main centre is pedestrian-only, and involves downhill and
uphill walking over uneven surfaces, with stairs to negotiate. However, additional walking is at guests' discretion during the free time allotted
in Positano. Comfortable shoes are recommended. If the San Pietro Hotel is not available, lunch will be served at another five-star hotel in
Positano. Due to the nature of the Amalfi Drive, this tour operates in compact mini-buses; air-conditioning may not be as effective as in large
coaches, and several trips may be necessary to assemble the group. The total time spent in Positano is approximately 1.5 hours. A minimum
number of participants are required to operate. This tour is not suitable for children under 12. This tour will not be available on the date of
April 9th as the Hotel will be closed.

 
RRO-I / EVENING COOKING LESSON IN A PRIVATE VILLA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$249; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Discover the secrets to preparing authentic Italian cuisine during this half-day cooking lesson with dinner at an exclusive private villa in Sorrento.
Depart the pier for the brief transfer to a private villa, which is nestled amidst an amazing setting with beautifully manicured gardens, orange and
lemon trees, a swimming pool, typical 'pergolato', ceramic decorations, old palms, and English lawns full of coloured flowers and fountains.
 
Cooking Class
Upon arrival, you are welcomed by the owners and served an aperitif before commencing your cooking class in a warm, relaxed atmosphere.
Learn the secrets to preparing traditional Italian cuisine with an emphasis on Neapolitan recipes. All recipes are delivered in a relaxed
atmosphere and the class will last approximately 3-hours. During your cooking class, take a break to visit the wine cellar for a tour and tasting.
 
Following your cooking lesson, enjoy the meal you have helped to prepare by the pool or under a 'pergolato', and receive a certificate of
graduation from the cooking lesson.
 
Afterward, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute drive back to the pier.
 
 
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. This tour is suitable for
guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing and flat, closed-toe walking shoes are
recommended. Minimum suggested age to participate is 21 years old.

 
RRO-J / CAPRI & POSITANO DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$229; Duration:8.00 hrs

 This full day tour allows you to visit two of the region's most iconic and beautiful sites. The crags and grottoes of Capri have been dazzling
visitors since the Ancient Greeks first settled the island. It's easy to understand why artists and writers have been immortalizing Capri's beauty
and history for centuries. Positano is a small picturesque town with splendid coastal views, on the famous Amalfi Coast in Campania, Italy. The
town itself is perched on an enclave on the face of a hill and winds down towards the waters of the Amalfi Coast. Naturally beautiful, Positano
attracts thousands of visitors every year.
Capri
Your tour begins with a five minute walk to the hydrofoil terminal. This 30-minute cruise over the turquoise waters of the Gulf of Naples is truly
stunning. Upon arrival in Capri, ride the funicular or a local mini-bus up the rocky hill to La Piazzetta, the heart of Capri. Your guide will escort you
through the narrow streets to Capri's main square. The bustling square is lined with sidewalk cafes. Take in the ambience or visit the Gardens of
Augustus, offering views of the bay of Marina Piccola and the famous off-shore rocks of Faraglioni.
 
Positano
After seeing one of Italy's most famous towns, you will return to the pier and cruise by jet-foil to the village of Positano. An idyllic retreat,
Positano affords lightly-hued homes with vine-covered stairways and a harbour filled with brightly coloured fishing boats. Enjoy time at leisure to
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explore this elegant spot with its designer boutiques, shops, and seaside cafes. After re-joining your guide you will commence the return trip by
driving along a portion of the Amalfi Coast, as you head back to Sorrento. Upon arrival, should time permit, your guide will give you the option
of independently exploring the town centre or return directly to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of activity. Guests must be able to walk approximately 2.5 miles over cobblestones and
uneven surfaces, steep inclines and steps. Guests should be in good physical condition with the ability to walk uphill or climb stairs for
extended periods of time. This tour is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. The tour itinerary
may be reversed. Heavy traffic congestion should be anticipated and may affect the duration of the excursion. Comfortable, flat walking
shoes, hat and sunscreen are highly recommended. Please be aware that lunch is on your own account. Bring local currency or credit cards for
any purchases.

 
RRO-L / RUINS OF HERCULANEUM DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$119; Duration:5.50 hrs

 Discover life as it existed just prior to the monumental eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. during this scenic and memorable visit to the ruins
Herculaneum.
After tendering ashore, board the local shuttle to the uptown meeting point where your coach will be waiting. A drive of approximately 1.5 hours
takes you to the excavated town of Herculaneum. En route, you may be able to catch a glimpse of Mount Vesuvius.
 
Herculaneum
Upon arrival, commence your guided walking tour of the excavations. This ancient city was entombed by a flood of mud, leaving the city intact
and free-standing, with marble floors, mosaics, paintings and carbonised woods in excellent condition once unearthed. Explore the quiet streets
of this city as you learn about what life was like for its residents. See the wine merchant's store with its amphorae still lined up for sale, the bakery
and the town's many beautiful homes. Herculaneum provides a vivid impression of life during the 1st century.
 
Leaving Herculaneum, re-board the coach for the two-hour return drive to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves walking to-and-from the coach parking area to the site entrance, and two hours of an extensive amount of
walking over uneven surfaces and cobblestones in Herculaneum. This tour is not recommended for guests with limited mobility and guests
who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight clothing with flat, comfortable walking shoes, and bring sunscreen, a hat and
sunglasses from the ship. Traffic conditions may cause delays on the return drive; your patience is appreciated. A minimum number of
participants is required to operate this tour.

 
RRO-M / THE BEST OF NAPLES DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$159; Duration:9.50 hrs

 Experience the stunning beauty, architecture and landmarks of Naples City during this panoramic, full-day sightseeing excursion.
Naples, City Centre, Lower-Decumano, San Gregorio Armeno and San Severo Chapel
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive to Naples. Upon arrival, take a guided walking tour through the historical centre of
Naples, the heart of the city and an UNESCO World Heritage Site. Visit the lower-Decumano, also known as the 'Spaccanapoli' (Naples splitter),
because from this vantage point, the main street seems to divide the city into two nearly equal parts. Your walking tour continues past San
Gregorio Armeno, known as the 'Street of Nativity', and filled with numerous shops displaying delightful figurine handicrafts. An interior visit is
then made to the San Severo Chapel. Here, marvel at the famous Statue of Veiled Christ, a full-sized marble statue memorialising Jesus Christ.
 
Free Time, Galleria Umberto I, Piazza Plebiscito, Royal Palace, and Lunch
After some free time for independent shopping and exploration, re-board your coach and drive by Galleria Umberto I, which is lined with
beautiful lamps and 19th-century buildings containing some of the most elegant shops and cafes in Naples. A stop is made at the Piazza
Plebiscito; the most monumental and harmonious square in the city, to view the vast, 17th-century Royal Palace, San Carlo Opera House and
Church of St. Francis. Leaving Piazza Plebiscito, proceed for lunch at a local Neapolitan pizzeria by the seaside.
 
Posillipo Hill, City and Gulf of Naples Views, Mergellina, Santa Lucia, and Castle of the Egg
After lunch, re-board your coach for a panoramic drive to Posillipo Hill, where you'll have time for photographs and breath-taking vistas over the
city and Gulf of Naples. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board the coach and commence the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier in
Sorrento. En route, pass by Mergellina and the world-famous Castle of the Egg in Santa Lucia.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 1.5 miles (about 2.4 kilometres), at times over uneven and
cobblestone surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. Walking in Naples' city centre is at the discretion of each guest.
This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat,
closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Proper attire is required to enter the cathedral; shorts and bare shoulders
are not permitted. The San Severo Chapel is closed on Tuesdays. The tour sequence may vary.
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RRO-N / ANCIENT POMPEII WITH 3-D DEVICES DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$139; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Experience the ruins of Pompeii in a unique new way during an unforgettable, 3-D sightseeing excursion to this fabled ancient city.
Sorrento, Mount Vesuvius and Pompeii
Depart the pier for the short transfer to the coach terminal, then board your awaiting coach for the approximately one-hour drive to Pompeii. En
route, you may catch a glimpse of Mount Vesuvius. The famous archaeological site of Pompeii is regarded as the world's finest example of an
ancient Roman town, and offers visitors an insight into the life of a bygone era. The catastrophic eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. surprised
the population of this prosperous provincial capital and resort town, burying it under approximately 20 feet (about six metres) of ash and pumice
stone, thus preserving an entire city. Upon arrival in Pompeii, special headsets are provided to show you Pompeii as it once was, immersing you
in a 360º, 3-D world that brings this ancient city to life at each point-of-interest.
 
Forum, Open and Covered Theatres, and Stabian Baths
Your guided walking tour begins through the ancient city streets, providing a unique opportunity to learn about the historical events and tragic
end of the city's 20,000 people. Along the way, see the mansions and artwork of the wealthy residents who moved to Pompeii to escape the
turmoil of Ancient Rome. On display are numerous paintings and inscriptions, including notices about wine sales, apartment vacancies,
upcoming events, political announcements, and even personal love notes. In addition to several homes, highlights also include the Forum, open
and covered theatres, and the Stabian Baths. The pathways are endless, and the buildings fascinating. Some of the mansions still retain their
original marble decorations, well-preserved frescoes and splendid mosaics.
 
Free Time and Scenic Drive Back to Sorrento
Following your guided tour, some free time is made available to explore the excavations at your leisure. Leaving Pompeii, re-board the coach for
the approximately one-hour drive back to Sorrento. Upon arrival at the coach terminal, commence the short transfer back to the pier or opt to
remain in Sorrento City for shopping and individual exploration, and return to the ship at a later time (via shuttle).
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately two miles (about 3.2 kilometres), at times over uneven and
cobblestone surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and 20 steps at the ruins of Pompeii. Walking in Pompeii and
Sorrento is at the discretion of each guest. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair.
Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Expect traffic and delays during
the drive back to the pier. The driving time between the pier and Pompeii is approximately 1.5 hours in each direction. Large bags and
backpacks, as well as professional cameras and tripods, are not permitted inside the Herculaneum excavations.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
RRO-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$799 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

RRO-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1299 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

RRO-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$999 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

RRO-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1699 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6
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October 02 2018, Tuesday

Sorrento - Italy
 

RRO-G / SORRENTO COAST & TASTING AT MICHELIN QUATTRO PASSI DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$129; Duration:4.00 hrs
 Depart Sorrento for a one-hour scenic drive along the spectacular Sorrento coast on this tour. The narrow road winds along the side of rocky

seaside cliffs and offers breath-taking views of the Italian Riviera.
Marvel at the rocks rising from the sea and see small boats in sheltered sandy coves that look like brightly coloured toys from above. During the
journey, a short stop for photos will be made overlooking the two Gulfs of Naples and Salerno. Then proceed along the Coast to Nerano Bay,
home of the famous, Michelin-rated Quattro Passi restaurant and cellars.
 
Quattro Passi Restaurant & Cellars
Upon arrival, an expert sommelier welcomes you inside an antique wine cellar for an aperitif. This excellent wine cellar is dug out of the tufa rock,
and well-stocked with the finest Italian and international labels. Next, commence a tasting of their local wines and cheeses served with
bruschetta and olive oil.
 
Following your visit, re-board your coach for the drive back to Sorrento. Upon arrival at the bus terminal, change to the local shuttle bus for the
ride down to the harbour, or remain in the main centre for individual exploration and return to the ship on a later shuttle (time permitting).
 
 
Please note: This tour requires a minimal amount of walking, but there are steps to negotiate at the wine cellar, and guests must be able to
embark and disembark the motor coach. This tour is not accessible to those who utilise a wheelchair. Comfortable walking shoes are
recommended. A minimum number of participants are required to operate this tour.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
RRO-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$799 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

RRO-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$999 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 

October 03 2018, Wednesday

Cagliari - Italy
 

CAG-A / CAGLIARI ON FOOT DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$79; Duration:4.00 hrs
 Cagliari, the capital of the province and the region, is located at the heart of the beautiful Bay of the Angels

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golfo_degli_Angeli> (Golfo degli Angeli); like Rome, it was built on seven hills, which identify the historic
neighbourhoods of the city. The province of Cagliari, despite the loss of many municipalities following the introduction of new Sardinian
provinces, occurred in 2005, remains the most populous of Sardinia. Spend a half-day discovering the exquisite beauty and historic sights of
Cagliari during a walking tour through the Old Town.
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Cagliari, Bonaria Basilica and Monte Urpino
Depart the pier for the scenic drive through Cagliari, and an exterior stop at the Bonaria Basilica to learn about this historic church. From here,
your panoramic drive continues along Poetto Beach en route to Monte Urpino. Upon arrival, take in picturesque views over ponds, salt-pans, the
Gulf of the Angels, the port and historic centre. This area represents a real oasis to immerse in nature that is still not too far from the city.
 
Old Town Walking Tour
After a photo stop at Monte Urpino, re-board your coach for the drive to the Old Town of Cagliari. Upon arrival at the parking area, leave your
coach and commence your guided walking tour. Pass the castle ramparts, the 13th-century Elephant Tower and the San Pancrazio Tower. Your
walking tour continues on to the early 14th-century Santa Cecilia Cathedral and its 7th-century bell tower.
 
Cathedral and Archaeological Museum
During your guided visit of the Cathedral, see its three naves with side chapels and fine Baroque furnishings, a 17th-century marble balustrade
and a sanctuary with three chapels. Your tour concludes with a visit to the National Archaeological Museum, which houses an impressive display
of Punic, Greek and Roman artefacts, as well as a large collection of Sardinian antiquities.
 
Following your visit, re-board your coach for the brief drive back to the pier.
 
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking for approximately 1.5 miles (about 2.4 kilometres) on cobblestone and paved
surfaces with some steps. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to
wear flat walking shoes, lightweight, comfortable clothing and bring sunscreen, a hat and sunglasses. Conservative attire is required for the
church visit; shorts, bare shoulders and tank-tops are not permitted inside. The tour sequence may vary. A minimum age of 6 years old is
required to participate.

 
CAG-B / ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE OF NORA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Cagliari has its origins in Sardinian prehistory which includes the birth of civilizations capable of creating organized and free societies,
characterized by intense trades and cultural exchanges among the Mediterranean people. Explore the ancient beauty and history of Cagliari
during this scenic, half-day excursion through the city on the way to the archaeological site of Nora.
Cagliari, Bonaria Basilica and Monte Urpino
Depart the pier for the scenic drive through Cagliari on your way to the Bonaria Basilica, stop here to learn about this historic church with an
exterior visit. Afterward, re-board your coach and drive to Monte Urpino. Upon arrival, take in picturesque vistas that include the Gulf of the
Angels, or 'Golfo degli Angeli', and the Santa Gilla and Molentargius lagoons, home to flamingos, cormorants, ducks and herons.
 
Nora
Continue to the ancient Roman and pre-Roman town of Nora situated on a peninsula near Pula and Cagliari in Sardinia. Nora was an important
trading town in its time, with two protected harbours, one on each side of the peninsula. According to legend, Nora was founded by a group of
Iberians from Tartessus led by Norax, a mythological hero (the son of Eriteide and the god Hermes). It is believed to be the first town founded in
Sardinia and to have been settled by the ancient Sherden or the Nuraghi people, and later colonized by Phoenicians.
The Nora Stone, a Phoenician inscription found at Nora in 1773, has been dated by paleographic methods to between the late 9th century and
early 8th century BC, and has been interpreted as referring to a Phoenician military victory and conquest of the area. After a period of
domination by Carthage the town came under Roman control after the conquest of Sardinia in 238 BC. It went into decline from the 4th century
AD and appears to have been abandoned during the 8th century.
Several different building styles can be seen in the excavated buildings. Visit a promontory in the foreground of a 16th-century tower. From here,
view the remains of Carthaginians warehouses, Roman buildings from the time of the Republic, a Carthaginian-Roman temple, large baths with
splendid mosaics, a nearly-intact theatre dating from the time of the Empire, and a unique the water supply and drainage system.
 
Following your visit, re-board your coach for the approximately one-hour drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.6 miles (about one kilometre) on uneven surfaces. This tour
is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear walking shoes, lightweight,
comfortable clothing and bring sunscreen, a hat and sunglasses from the ship. Minimum age to participate is 6 years old.

 
CAG-C / MONTE ARCOSU BY 4 X 4 DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$199; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Experience the pristine natural beauty of Monte Arcosu in a unique and exciting way during this excursion via Jeep and on-foot. Become one
with nature when you discover pink flamingos, deer, boar and other animals travelling from Cagliari to the W.W.F. nature reserve.
Cagliari
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Depart the pier via 4x4 vehicles for the scenic, approximately 45-minute drive to Monte Arcosu. Pass through the centre of Cagliari and drive by
the Santa Gilla ponds, home to pink flamingo and one of the protected wetland areas that surround Cagliari. Enjoy a photo stop to admire the
flamingos and many other species of birds.
 
 
Monte Arcosu
A natural reserve in the extreme northwest corner of Uta, Monte Arcosu belongs to the World Wildlife Fund (W.W.F.), who purchased it to
preserve the splendid Holm-oak forests in this territory.
Upon arrival, begin your guided walking tour along paths lined with beautiful and fragrant Mediterranean maquis. The reserve's valleys and rocky
ridges are home to the Sardinian deer, a species protected from extinction. Other animal and bird species found here include the fallow deer,
boar, hare, wildcat, partridge, and golden eagle.
 
After your nature trek, a snack is served before commencing the approximately 45-minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: Thistour requires an extensive amount of off-road travel over bumpy and uneven surfaces. This tour is not suitable for pregnant
guests, guests with back and/or neck problems, guests with heart or respiratory conditions, guests with high blood pressure, guests suffering
from vertigo, guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear sturdy walking shoes, sunscreen, a
hat, sunglasses, and a light jacket or sweater, as the temperature at Monte Arcosu is much lower than at the coast. Operation of this tour is
subject to weather and road conditions. Wildlife sightings are not guaranteed.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
CAG-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$999 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

CAG-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1399 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

CAG-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1099 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

CAG-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1499 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 

October 04 2018, Thursday

Ajaccio - France
 

AJC-B / PRUNELLI GORGES DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$89; Duration:3.50 hrs

 Experience the spectacular beauty of the Corsican Mountains during this half-day excursion to the Prunelli Gorges, with refreshments at a local
cafe.
Enjoy a half-day outing into Corsica's beautiful and rugged interior. Driving out of Ajaccio you will pass the busy yacht harbor and then continue
along a stretch of beach. Your route takes you by the airport situated in the crook of the splendid Gulf of Ajaccio. Then head inland towards the
mountains, an immensely varied drive.
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Corsican Countryside
The island's natural beauty includes fragrant forests, deep gorges and jagged mountains covered by maquis, the typical vegetation of Corsica
including myrtle and Green and Cork oaks among others. As the road climbs to the village of Cauro, enjoy remarkable views over the Gulf of
Ajaccio and the Sanguinaires Islands. Climbing still higher, the landscape changes dramatically from gardens and orchards to the bare jagged
granite of the gorges themselves.
 
Prunelli Gorges and Tolla Lake
Next, head along a narrow road and through the impressive Prunelli Gorges. A stop at the man-made Tolla Lake view point allows for a closer
look at the different plants comprising the maquis while enjoying the stunning landscape surrounded by mountains more than 6,000 feet high.
On the way a comfort stop will be made.
 
Please note: This tour requires a minimal amount of walking, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. There is an incline leading
to the refreshment venue; however, guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair may choose to remain in the coach
during the refreshment stop. This tour involves some winding mountain roads, and is not suitable for guests with vertigo. Lightweight,
comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. There are no public restroom facilities in Corsica,
therefore you may be required to purchase a beverage at a local bar or cafe to use the facility.

 
AJC-C / CALANCHE DE PIANA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:8.00 hrs

 Embrace the stunning natural beauty of Corsica during this panoramic, full-day sightseeing excursion to the Calanche de Piana.
Gulf of Ajaccio and Sagone
Depart the pier for the scenic, 75-minute drive to the ancient Greek village of Cargese. En route, take in exquisite views of the Gulf of Ajaccio
from the San Bastiano Pass, and follow the coast and Gulf of Sagone through charming little summer resorts. Upon arrival in Cargese, learn
about this 17th-century village during a guided walking tour through its tree- and flower-filled lanes, and visit a pair of churches along the way.
 
Calanche de Piana
Next, re-board your coach and head to the Calanche de Piana, an UNESCO World Heritage Site. Marvel at the vivid, orange and pink rock
masses and pinnacles of granite that plunge into the crystal-clear waters. The road runs through a maze of fantastic rock formations, some
towering 984 feet (300 metres) above the waves along the corniche. A photo stop is made at the Calanches for spectacular panoramic vistas of
this spectacularly eroded terrain.
 
Interior Porto, Spelunca Gorges and Capo d'Ota
From here, the road winds gently through the pine forest into Porto's incredibly scenic interior, mountains and Spelunca Gorges. This formidable
sight has bare, granite walls that plunge 3,280 feet (1,000 metres) into the green torrent created by the confluence of five rivers. In the
background, pass Ota, an isolated village located 3.1 miles (five kilometres) from Porto, and dominated by Capo d'Ota, a colossal domed rock
whose overhanging summit appears as if it's poised to fall onto the village.
Evisa, Col de Sevi and Vico
After a stop for lunch at a local restaurant, continue on to Evisa. Situated 2,723 feet (830 metres) above sea level, the village features bright-
orange roofs amidst a lush background of chestnut forest, and a pair of long-distance hiking trails that converge here. Take in exquisite views
across the mountains whilst passing the Col de Sevi 3,641-foot (1,110-metre) which links the Porto Valley and Liamone Basin. From here, your
drive descends towards Vico, the old capital of the Sagone region, before returning to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking, at times on uneven ground and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get
on/off the coach and many steps at the sites visited. This tour is not suitable for guests who suffer from motion sickness, guests with limited
mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear weather-suitable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun
protection, and bring a jacket or raingear as needed. Proper attire is required to enter the cathedral; shorts and bare shoulders are not
permitted. On Sunday mornings, church holidays and during weddings, tour groups are not allowed inside churches during services; guests
may have a chance to visit the church independently. The tour sequence may vary. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions; it
may be only coastal in winter during periods of heavy mountain snow. Itinerary may be reversed, lunch may take place in either Porto at a
seaside resort or Evisa in a mountain village.

 
AJC-D / WALKING TOUR & FESCH MUSEUM DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:2.50 hrs

 Embrace the scenic splendour and legacy of Ajaccio on-foot during this picturesque, half-day walking tour through the Old Town.
Depart the pier for a guided stroll through the Old Town. Pass by a cluster of ancient streets, which opens up along the seafront, the square
Foch with a statue of Napoleon dressed as a Roman Consul and the late-16th-century Cathedral.
 
Next, pass Maison Bonaparte, Napoleon's birthplace, which is located in the town centre. See a statue of Napoleon on horseback at the Place du
Diamant, then proceed along Rue Fesch, which is lined with lovely boutiques, cafés and restaurants. Upon arrival at the Fesch Museum, explore
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the museum's collection, which includes a section dedicated to Napoleon and 14th-to-19th-century paintings by artists such as Titiano, Veronese
and Boticelli.
 
Following your visit, commence the short walk back to the port. Upon arrival, you may opt to return directly to the pier or remain in town and
return to ship on your own.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking and standing for approximately one mile (about 1.6 kilometres), at times on
uneven pavement, inclines and cobblestone streets, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and 40 steps up-and-down to
access each of the three floors at the Fesch Museum. A lift is available at the Fesch. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility
and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended.
Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment. There are no public restroom facilities in Corsica,
therefore you may be required to purchase a beverage at a local bar or cafe to use the facility (restrooms are available at the museum).

 
AJC-G / WALKING TOUR & BONAPARTE MUSEUM DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$59; Duration:2.50 hrs

 Explore the highlights of Ajaccio on-foot during this picturesque, half-day walking tour through the Old Town.
Ajaccio Old Town and Cathedral
Depart the pier and begin your approximately one-hour guided walking tour through the Old Town. Along the way, explore the cluster of
ancient streets spreading north and south of Place Foch, which opens on the seafront. On the square, see a statue of Napoleon dressed as a
Roman Consul and surrounded by four lions. Next, pass by the Cathedral, completed in 1593 and dedicated to the Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin Mary. The Cathedral is remarkable for its modest dimensions, imposing dome and fine ochre facade that lend a unique charm to the
building. Napoleon was christened here in 1771.
 
Maison Bonaparte
Your tour continues with a stroll along Rue St. Charles en route to Maison Bonaparte, Napoleon's birthplace, located right in the town centre.
This landmark is an example of how an insular leading figure's house looked like in the 18th century. Now a four-storey home, it has been
enlarged and refurbished several times in its history. Upon arrival, take a guided tour of the house, which is narrow but filled with Bonaparte's
possessions.
 
Place du Diamant, Rue Fesch and Fesch Museum
On the Place du Diamant, also known as 'Place de Gaulle', see a statue of Napoleon on horseback surrounded by his four brothers and facing
the town.
Your route then takes you through the delightful pedestrian Rue Fesch, which is lined with boutiques, cafés and restaurant. Afterward, some free
time is made available for independent exploration. At the conclusion of your visit, commence the short walk back to the pier, or remain in town
for further exploration and return to the ship on your own.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking and standing, at times on cobbled streets, uneven pavement and inclines, with
40 steps up and down to access the museum's three floors, and 40 steps at the sites visited. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited
mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are
recommended. Proper attire is required to enter the cathedral; shorts and bare shoulders are not permitted. Interior photography is not
permitted inside the museums. On Sunday mornings, church holidays and during weddings, tour groups are not allowed inside churches
during services; guests may have a chance to visit the church independently. The tour sequence may vary. There is no inside visit to the Fesch
Museum.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
AJC-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$1119 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

AJC-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$2019 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2
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AJC-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$1199 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

AJC-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$2199 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 

October 05 2018, Friday

Livorno (Tuscany) - Italy
 

LIV-A / GUIDED TOUR OF FLORENCE DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$129; Duration:9.50 hrs
 Discover the exquisite beauty, art and architecture of Florence during a full-day tour of this historic city, along with some time for independent

shopping and exploration.
Florence is the Italian city most celebrated by artists and poets. Each street, palace and building is living evidence of its glorious past and proud
people.
 
Depart the pier in Livorno via coach for the approximate two-hour drive to Florence, with a comfort stop made en route. Upon arrival, meet your
guide and commence your walking tour of the city.
 
Piazza del Duomo
Your tour begins at the Piazza del Duomo, where an inside visit is made at the huge Cathedral, St. Mary of the Flower. The church is adorned
with an impressive façade decorated in white, green and pink Tuscan marble. Highlights to be seen during your visit include the Bell Tower,
designed in 1334 by Giotto, and the Baptistery. Its celebrated doors, known as the 'Gates of Paradise', were commissioned in 1401 and designed
by Lorenzo Ghiberti.
 
Piazza della Signoria
Your next stop is the Piazza della Signoria. It is Florence's second major piazza, and the political centre of the city because of its Town Hall, or
'Palazzo Vecchio'. The Piazza della Signoria is also known as an open-air museum thanks to its many statues, which include Cellini's Perseus,
Giambologna's The Rape of the Sabine Women, Ammannati's Neptune Fountain and a replica of Michelangelo's famous David.
 
Ponte Vecchio
Your tour continues on with a visit to Ponte Vecchio, also known as the 'Old Bridge'. Ponte Vecchio dates back to 1345, and is the only bridge in
Florence to escape being blown up during World War II. It originally housed the workshops of the butchers before they were driven away by the
Grand Duke, Ferdinando I, due to the terrible noise and stench they created. Ponte Vecchio was subsequently used as a workplace for
goldsmiths and silversmiths; their shops still remain here to this day.
 
Piazza di Santa Croce
The final stop on your guided tour is the eastern quarter of Santa Croce, home of the Piazza di Santa Croce. Upon arrival, an outside visit is made
to the Franciscan Basilica that dominates this large square. Over the years, the basilica's construction involved a renowned cast of Florentine
architects and masters, including Brunelleschi, Vasari, Giotto and Donatello. Each summer, the Piazza Santa Croce plays host to the 'Calcio in
Costume'. During this historical game, the hefty men of the four quarters of Florence battle it out in an ancient mix of wrestling and soccer, and
are cheered on by residents and visitors alike. For most of the year, however, the square is a peaceful open space surrounded by stately palazzo,
and intimate pizzerias and restaurants.
 
Following your guided tour, ample time is made available for lunch on your own and shopping. At the conclusion of your visit, walk from the
Piazza Santa Croce to the pick-up point at Lungarno Pecori Giraldi, then re-board your coach for the 1.5-hour return drive to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking, some of which is over cobblestone streets. It is not recommended for guests
with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. On Sundays and religious holidays, inside visits of cathedrals and churches are not
possible due to religious services in progress. Headsets are provided during the guided tour of Florence. A minimum number of guests per
guide are required to operate this programme.
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LIV-B / FLORENCE ON YOUR OWN DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:9.50 hrs

 Experience the spectacular medieval beauty, architecture and landmarks of Florence during this full-day tour of the city at your leisure. This is the
perfect tour for all those who have been to Florence before or feel independent enough to explore it without the help of a local guide.
Depart the pier for the approximate 1.5-hour drive to Florence. En route, your guide provides you with historical and practical information about
the city, along with a detailed map of the historical centre to make it easier to get around. This visit represents an ideal tour for visitors who have
been to Florence before, or feel independent enough to explore the city without the help of a local guide.
 
Florence
Upon arrival in Florence, you are dropped off at Lungarno Pecori Giraldi. From here walk to Piazza Santa Croce which is a city of many layers,
Florence is at once an overrun tourist magnet and a living, breathing Medieval city that is home to proud Florentines. The stomping ground of
Michelangelo, Leonardo Da Vinci, Dante and Machiavelli, among others, Florence and its cultural importance cannot be overstated. It is home to
three of the world's most renowned museums, the Uffizi,
 
Galleria dell'Accademia and the Bargello, and boasts an incredible number of important churches that house equally-important master works.
A walker's city, the centre of Florence is a compact labyrinth of alleys and piazzas. During your visit, the Ponte Vecchio, Boboli Gardens, Pitti
Palace and the Duomo are but a few of the many exquisite sights the city has to offer.
 
Following your day in Florence on your own please return to Piazza Santa Croce at the appointed time for the approximate 1.5-hour drive back to
the pier.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking and is not suitable for guest with limited mobility. The coach is not permitted
to drop guests into the city centre and a walk of about 15 minutes between the coach park and town is necessary. Guests must meet at the
pre-arranged time and place advised by your escort for the return drive to Livorno and your awaiting ship. Guests failing to re-join their coach
and escort as advised, will be responsible for returning to Livorno at their own expense. Bring local currency or credit cards for any
purchases. Tickets for the Uffizi Gallery (not available on Mondays) and Accademia delle Belle Arti (not available on Mondays) should be
reserved in advance, as they are optional add-ons for this tour and must be reserved separately. In order to have tickets for the Accademia
delle Belle Arti, please reserve excursion (LIV-I). In order to have tickets for the Uffizi Gallery, please reserve excursion (LIV-J). By reserving
one or the other of the excursions for museum tickets, you will join this excursion for transportation but will have tickets. Free time in
Florence for independent exploration is approximately 6 hours.

 
LIV-C / MEDIEVAL LUCCA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$79; Duration:4.25 hrs

 Explore the fascinating streets and squares of Lucca during a scenic and memorable half-day tour of this historic medieval city. Lucca endears
itself to everyone who visits, hidden behind imposing Renaissance walls with cobbled streets, handsome piazzas and shady promenades; it
makes for a perfect destination to explore by foot.
Depart the pier for the approximate 45-minute drive to Lucca. Upon arrival, your tour begins inside the massive red bricks walls, which were built
between 1504 and 1645, and are amongst the best-preserved Renaissance defenses in Europe.
 
Lucca
Lucca is enclosed by massive red brick walls, which help to give the city its special character by shutting out traffic and the modern world. Within
these walls, Lucca is a peaceful city of narrow lanes, preserving intact its ancient Roman street plan. Unlike several other Tuscany's cities, Lucca is
flat; many locals use bicycles, which impart an additional charm to the city. This memorable outing is ideal for those looking to experience a
Tuscan city that is rich in history, art and architecture, but is hidden from the crowds of tourists.
 
Church of San Michele
Along the way, an outside visit is made to the Church of San Michele in Foro, which stands on the site of the ancient Roman Forum. It has a
wonderfully-rich Pisan Romanesque façade that competes in splendour with that of St. Martin.
 
Guinigi Tower
Another outside visit is then made to the Guinigi Tower, one of many in Lucca that belonged to the Guinigi family, rulers of the city in the 15th
century. The tower has a small roof garden, with some trees sprouting incongruously at the top.
 
Anfiteatro Romano
Next, proceed to the Anfiteatro Romano, formerly the ancient Roman Amphitheatre. Today, it is enclosed by medieval houses that were built up
against the walls of the amphitheatre. It's perfectly-preserved shape reminds us that Lucca was founded by the Romans in 180 B.C.
 
Church of San Frediano
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From here, continue on to the Church of San Frediano, which is adorned with a striking façade and a 13th-century mosaic (outside visit only).
Inside, there is a splendid Romanesque font and beautiful frescoes. In the chapel dedicated to Santa Zita, her well-preserved body is interred.
 
Church of San Martino
Your next stop is the Church of San Martino (outside visit only). Lucca's extraordinary cathedral, its façade abuts incongruously on to the
campanile. St. Martin is the Roman soldier depicted on the façade dividing his cloak with a sword to share with a needy beggar.
 
Via Fillungo
The guided portion of your visit concludes at Via Fillungo, Lucca's principal shopping street, which winds its way through the heart of the city
towards the Roman Amphitheatre.
 
Following your walking tour, some free time is made available for exploring the area and browsing the shops at your leisure before re-boarding
your coach for the return drive to the pier.
 
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking for approximately 3.5km (2.17 miles), some of which is over cobblestone
surfaces, and there are steps to climb. It is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. There will be an
exterior visit only should a mass be in progress at the church. Guests may be able to enter on an individual basis to view the interior. Tour
sequence may vary.

 
LIV-D / MONUMENTS OF PISA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:4.25 hrs

 Discover the beauty of Pisa during this scenic, half-day tour of the city's historic landmarks, including the world-renowned Leaning Tower of Pisa.
Since the beginning of the tourist brochure, Pisa has been known for just one thing, the Leaning Tower. However, this world-renowned landmark
is but one component of the city's amazing religious core, the Campo dei Miracoli. Here, the Duomo, Baptistery and Camposanto complete an
unrivalled quartet of medieval masterpieces. These and a dozen or so churches and palazzo scattered about the town belong to Pisa's 'Golden
Age', which took place from the 11th to the 13th centuries when the city was still a port, and one of the maritime powers of the Mediterranean.
Pisa
Depart the pier for the approximate 45-minute drive to Pisa. Upon arrival at the parking area, walk to the Campo dei Miracoli and commence the
guided portion of your tour.
Campo dei Miracoli
Since it was first laid out, Pisa's ecclesiastical centre has been known as the Campo dei Miracoli, or 'Field of Miracles'. The sight of it is as
stunning today as it must have been to medieval travellers. Nowhere in Italy are the key buildings of a city arrayed with such precision, and
nowhere else is there so beautiful a contrast of stonework and surrounding meadow.
Leaning Tower of Pisa
Your next stop is the Leaning Tower of Pisa (outside visit only). Underneath the pavement and turf of the Campo dei Miracoli lies a platform of
saturated sandy soil, whose instability accounts for the tilting of the Leaning Tower. Begun in 1173, construction of the tower subsided when it
had reached just three storeys in height. Over the ensuing 180 years, a succession of architects continued to extend it upwards until it was finally
completed and topped with a bell-chamber in 1350. Leaving the Leaning Tower, proceed to the Duomo.
The Duomo
The Duomo was built in 1064, a century before the Campanile. With its four levels of variegated colonnades and subtle interplay of dark grey
marble and white stone, the Duomo is the archetype of the Pisan Romanesque style; a model often imitated but never surpassed.
The Baptistery
A visit is then made to the Baptistery. The third building of the Miracoli ensemble, the circular Baptistery is a bizarre mix; its three storeys of
Romanesque arcades peak in a crest of Gothic pinnacles and its dome is shaped like the stalk of a lemon.
Piazza dei Cavalieri
Leaving the Campo dei Miracoli, visit the Piazza dei Cavalieri. One of Pisa's most interesting sites, the Piazza dei Cavalieri is a large square that
opens unexpectedly from the narrow back streets, and includes the site of the Roman Forum. The central civic square of Medieval Pisa, the
Roman Forum was subsequently remodelled by Vasari and became the headquarters of the Knights of St. Stephen.
Palazzo dell'Orologio
On the western side of the square is the Renaissance-adapted Palazzo dell'Orologio. In 1208, the military leader Ugolino della Gherardesca,
along his sons and grandsons, was starved to death in its tower as punishment for his alleged duplicity with the Genoese enemy.
Following your guided walking tour, some free time is made available for independent exploration before walking back to the parking area and
re-boarding the coach for the approximate 45-minute drive back to the pier.
 
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking for approximately 2.6km (1.62 miles) with some steps to climb. It is not
recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Tour includes an exterior visit of the Leaning Tower only.
Recently re-opened, admittance to the Tower is strictly limited and not possible on this excursion.
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LIV-E / TRUFFLE HUNTING IN TUSCANY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$299; Duration:6.00 hrs

 Learn all about the truffle from the forest to the kitchen during this memorable, full-day truffle-hunting excursion. Hunt for truffles in the woods of
Tuscany and then enjoy your treasures in a delicious meal.
Savini Shop (or Nacci Shop) and Truffle Hunting
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately one-hour drive to Forcoli. Upon arrival, proceed to the Savini Shop (or either the Nacci Shop), a
leading truffle producer for four generations. After being greeted by a family member, begin your guided tour through the stunning Tuscan
countryside in search of the prestigious truffle.
 
Truffle Selection and Production
Along the way, the Savinis teach you how to recognise, select and cook truffles. In addition, learn all about the different varieties of truffles and
the truffle-production cycle, including gathering, selection, cleaning, packaging, and more.
 
Lunch with Truffles
Following your truffle-hunting session, proceed for lunch back at the Savini Shop or Nacci Shop, then re-board your coach and commence the
approximately one-hour drive back to the pier.
 
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 1.2 miles (about two kilometres) over uneven ground, with a
few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair.
Lightweight, comfort able clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Space on this tour is very limited; we
suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 LIV-F / CASTAGNETO CARDUCCI & EXCLUSIVE VISIT OF THE CASTLE DELLA
GHERARDESCA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$349; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Castles and historic mansions in Italy have traditionally been family inheritances; Italy and France have a few notable examples of estates that
survived their respective political upheavals. These are also notable because of their new found rarity. Make an exclusive visit to the Castle of
Castagneto owned by the Della Gherardesca Counts.
Meet your English speaking guide and your driver at the port and drive towards Castagneto Carducci, approximately 1-hour away. This is one of
the most popular villages on the Etruscan Coast of Tuscany.
Castagneto Carducci
Perched on a hillside less than 10km (6.2 miles) from the sea, the village centre of Castagneto has grown around the imposing medieval castle
located on the hilltop. The city was called "Castagneto Marittima" until the beginning of 1900s when its name was changed to "Castagneto
Carducci" in honour of Giosuè Carducci, one of the greatest Italian poets of the XIX century who spent part of his childhood here. Walking
through the village you will come across the imposing Palazzo Comunale, with its dominant position at the beginning of Via Marconi, a long
street that makes its way downhill towards the coast. It houses the city's Town Hall and its offices.
Castle Della Gherardesca
A very pretty lane leads you to the 10th century Castle where you will enjoy an exclusive guided tour of the period rooms and family portrait
gallery. Enjoy the spectacular view from the original rampart walk running between two lovely enclosed gardens. Today, this is a lived-in castle
and a private mansion, not normally open to the public. It has belonged to the same noble family of the Counts della Gherardesca for 32
generations, where the siblings of the current generation come to spend their summer holidays and reside during the year. You will experience
the pleasure of walking through the gates of the castle to get into the small cobblestone streets of the picturesque village, having set off in a
very unique and privileged way of discovering it. Take a glimpse of the local country lifestyle, with many wonderful, unique and exclusive photo
opportunities. The modern use of the house hasn't erased its history which lives through the family portraits, the period furnishings, the maps
and the family trees with the most pedigreed Italian lineages intertwined. The coat of arms itself embodies the major characteristics of the
dynasty: Half Imperial Eagle, granted by Frederick I Holy Roman Emperor; red, evoking heraldic copper and the enemies' blood; gold
symbolizing the land and fortified castles property of the family that allowed the defence of Tuscany from the costal invasions of Moors and
Saracens. All of this speaks in the language of the eldest spirit of the Tuscan art of war.
The Gherardescas are without a doubt unyielding: they are probably the only Italian family inhabiting the same place for over 1200 years. They've
always made it through the centuries, assail after assail, due to many different alliances and political skills, at times amongst Guelphs and
Ghilbellines. After a visit of their wonderful and historic Castle, you will be served drinks and canapes in the garden or in one of the state rooms.
After, enjoy some time to roam free in the village of Castagneto Carducci with is charming alleyways and shopping.
Re-board your coach for the approximate 1-hour drive back to Livorno.
Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking for approximately .62 miles (about one kilometres) over paved, gravel and
cobblestone ground, with a few steps to negotiate at the castle. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who
utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Space on this
tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment. Please note that due to the exclusivity of the location some
dates may be cancelled at a later stage due to the specific request of the family.
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LIV-G / LUCCA AND THE GARDEN OF PALAZZO PFANNER DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$139; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Indulge your senses with the splendid beauty of historic Lucca and the Garden of Palazzo Pfanner during this half-day sightseeing excursion.
Lucca deserves to be seen and admired not only for the works of art it encloses, but also for being a rare and precious example of an almost
intact historic centre.
Lucca and Church of San Frediano
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 45-minute drive to medieval Lucca. The impressive walls surrounding the city date from the 16th
century, and enclose and isolate Lucca in their green parks, gardens and promenade. Upon arrival, take a guided walking tour through the town
and its nearly-intact historic centre. Your first stop is at the Church of San Frediano (outside visit), popular for the large Byzantine mosaic inserted
in its façade.
 
Roman Amphitheatre and Cathedral of San Martino
Next, proceed for a visit to the Roman Amphitheatre. Built outside the walls in the 1st or 2nd century, it is dotted with cafés and shops, and
among the highlights of the town. Afterward, stop by the 6th-century Cathedral of San Martino for an outside view.
 
Piazza San Michele and Palazzo Pfanner Garden
Leaving the cathedral, continue on to the Piazza San Michele (outside visit only). Located near the ancient Roman Forum, it has remained the
centre of town for centuries. Your last stop is at the lovely Palazzo Pfanner Garden, which abuts the city walls and is centred on a large fountain
and pool. Upon arrival, you are served prosecco wine and snacks in the garden.
 
Your tour concludes with some free time for shopping before re-boarding your coach for the approximately 45-minute drive back to the pier.
 
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking and standing for approximately two miles (about 3.2 km) over some
cobblestones, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and 10 steps at the churches. This tour is not suitable for guests with
limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are
recommended.

 
LIV-H / SUPER CLASS TUSCAN WINES DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$189; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Learn the secrets behind the cultivation, production and award-winning flavours of Super Tuscan wines during this half-day excursion to the
Bolgheri and Castagneto Carducci wine regions. Amongst the most enthralling and diversified wines in Italy, yet there is probably no term in
Italian wine that is more slippery, vaporous and misunderstood than "super Tuscan".
Bolgheri
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximate one-hour drive to Bolgheri. En route, listen to the guide's commentary as you pass through the
countryside of the Maremma region and take in splendid vistas of the cypress trees, olive groves, vineyards, gently-rolling hills, and the Tirreno
Sea. Next, see the ancient castles and watchtowers dotting the rocky cliffs of the Mediterranean coastline, then drive along the famous 'Viale del
Cipressi' before reaching the village of Bolgheri.
 
Argentiera Estate
After some free time to explore Bolgheri at your leisure, re-board the coach and proceed to the Argentiera Estate. Located on the coast of
Northern Maremma approximately 31 miles (about 50 kilometres) south of Livorno, Argentiera is both the closest estate to the sea and the
highest in altitude. It stretches from the plains up to the hills, and offers splendid views from Baratti in the south to Castiglioncello in the north,
along with the islands of the Tuscan archipelago.
 
Winery Tour and Tasting
Upon arrival, take a guided tour of the estate, learn about the growing and production processes, and visit the cellars for a tasting of their Super
Tuscan wines. These wines are some of the most prized and expensive wines in the country; some Argentiera wines have won international
awards and were featured in Wine Spectator. Following your tour and tasting, re-board your coach for the approximate one-hour return drive to
the pier.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking (for approximately 1 km / 0.6 miles), with approximately 20 steps to negotiate
at the cellars. This programme is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or for those who utilise a wheelchair. Guests must be
able to embark/disembark the coach via steps. If the Argentiera Winery is not available, a visit to the Azienda Agricola Le Macchiole, Michele
Satta or Podere Guado al Melo is substituted in its place. Participation is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid
disappointment. Minimum age to participate is 18 years old.
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LIV-I / ACCADEMIA DELLE BELLE ARTI MUSEUM DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:9.50 hrs

 In 1784, the Grand Duke of Tuscany, Pietro Leopoldo, converted the friary of San Matteo and the convent of San Niccolò di Cafaggio to house
the Gallery so students in the adjoining Accademia delle Belle Arti (Fine Arts Academy) could study the greatest works of the past.
Today, it is visited mostly by people who want to see Michelangelo's David. Undoubtedly the world's most famous sculpture, the museum also
houses five other Michelangelo sculptures - the four unfinished Prisoners and St. Matthew - and a collection of Gothic and Renaissance paintings
that were once in the Medici collections.
Join the "Florence on Your Own" tour and depart the pier for the approximate 1.5-hour drive to Florence. En route, your guide provides you
with historical and practical information about the city, along with a detailed map of the historical centre to make it easier to get around. This visit
represents an ideal tour for visitors who have been to Florence before, or feel independent enough to explore the city without the help of a local
guide.
Upon arrival in Florence, you are dropped off at Lungarno Pecori Giraldi. From here walk to Piazza Santa Croce which is a city of many layers,
Florence is at once an overrun tourist magnet and a living, breathing Medieval city that is home to proud Florentines. The stomping ground of
Michelangelo, Leonardo Da Vinci, Dante and Machiavelli, among others, Florence and its cultural importance cannot be overstated. It is home to
three of the world's most renowned museums, the Uffizi, Galleria dell'Accademia and the Bargello, and boasts an incredible number of
important churches that house equally-important master works.
Tickets are pre-reserved for 12:00 (Noon) only. Guests touring independently and those on tour, please meet the Silversea representative at the
entrance to the museum to obtain your pre-reserved tickets. The museum requires a moderate amount of walking. The museum portion of this
excursion is recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Tickets are very limited; we suggest booking well in
advance to avoid disappointment.
David
Michelangelo's David arrived in 1873, moved here from the Piazza della Signoria in order to better conserve it. A copy of the statue still stands in
Piazza della Signoria where it formerly was displayed. Despite the familiarity of the statue's image, the sheer size of the marble statue comes as a
surprise. Commissioned by the Opera del Duomo in 1501, the work was deliberately designed to symbolize the virtues of Republican Florence
and freedom from foreign and papal domination. Recently, it has come to symbolize the ultimate symbol of the artistic and intellectual ambitions
of the Renaissance.
The 16-foot high block of marble was transformed in 3 years into the work of art that was to establish, along with the Pietà displayed at the
Vatican, Michelangelo's reputation as the foremost sculptor of his day. David was always intended as an outdoor sculpture which explains some
of the extraordinary physical distortions evident in the statue, such as the overly large hands and head. Even the eyes are made to be looked at
from below; when examined from statue eye level, in fact, the two eyes were found to be looking in different directions.
Accademia
Among the other works housed in the Galleria are Giambologna's original plaster copy of the Rape of the Sabines (original marble one located
in the Loggia dei Lanzi in Piazza della Signoria), Botticelli's Madonna and Child and Madonna of the Sea, and a few works by Perugino, Filippino
Lippi, Pontormo, Domenico Ghirlandaio and Bronzino. There is also an extensive collection of plaster models from the 18th century as well as
early 13th century religious works by Giovanni di Milano, the Orcagna brothers, Taddeo Gaddi and others that were followers of Giotto.
Recently, the treasured collection of musical instruments from the "Luigi Cherubini" Conservatory of Music has been added to the collection,
enhancing the museum's holdings.
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking and is not suitable for guest with limited mobility, if intended to explore
Florence. The museum portion of this excursion is recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair.The coach
is not permitted to drop guests into the city centre and a walk of about 15 minutes between the coach park and town is necessary. Guests
must meet at the pre-arranged time and place advised by your escort for the return drive to Livorno and your awaiting ship. Guests failing to
re-join their coach and escort as advised, will be responsible for returning to Livorno at their own expense. Bring local currency or credit
cards for any purchases. Free time in Florence for independent exploration is approximately 6 hours. The tour inside the Accademia is not a
guided tour. It offers entrance only with skip the line tickets.

 
LIV-J / UFFIZI GALLERY MUSEUM DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:9.50 hrs

 The Uffizi is the most important and visited museum in Florence. The Uffizi palace was designed and begun in 1560 by the architect Giorgio
Vasari in the period when Cosimo de' Medici, first Grand Duke of Tuscany, was bureaucratically consolidating his recent takeover of power. Built
in the shape of a horseshoe extending from Piazza della Signoria to the Arno River and linked by a bridge over the street with Palazzo Vecchio,
the Uffizi were intended to house the administrative offices (uffizi) of the Grand Duchy. From the beginning, however, the Medici set aside a few
rooms on the third floor to house the finest works of their collections. The Gallery was subsequently enriched by various members of the Medici
family. Two centuries later, in 1737, the palace and their collection were left to the city by Anna Maria Luisa, the last Medici heir, and today
houses one of the world's great art galleries.
Join the "Florence on Your Own" tour and depart the pier for the approximate 1.5-hour drive to Florence. En route, your guide provides you
with historical and practical information about the city, along with a detailed map of the historical centre to make it easier to get around. This visit
represents an ideal tour for visitors who have been to Florence before, or feel independent enough to explore the city without the help of a local
guide.
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Upon arrival in Florence, you are dropped off at Lungarno Pecori Giraldi. From here walk to Piazza Santa Croce which is a city of many layers,
Florence is at once an overrun tourist magnet and a living, breathing Medieval city that is home to proud Florentines. The stomping ground of
Michelangelo, Leonardo Da Vinci, Dante and Machiavelli, among others, Florence and its cultural importance cannot be overstated. It is home to
three of the world's most renowned museums, the Uffizi, Galleria dell'Accademia and the Bargello, and boasts an incredible number of
important churches that house equally-important master works.
 
Tickets are pre-reserved for 01:30pm (13:30) only. Guests touring independently and those on tour, please meet the Silversea representative at
the entrance to the museum to obtain your pre-reserved tickets. The museum requires a moderate amount of walking. The museum portion of
this excursion is recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Tickets are very limited; we suggest booking
well in advance to avoid disappointment.
 
Collection
In its 45 rooms, the Uffizi houses not only the best of Florentine paintings from the 14th and 15th centuries, but masterpieces from other parts of
Italy as well as four centuries' worth of works from leading artists in Germany, Spain and Holland. Apart from paintings, the Uffizi exhibits ancient
Roman and 16th century sculpture in its frescoed corridors.
 
Serious art lovers should visit the Uffizi at least twice. The museum is organized in chronological order from the 13th to the 18th centuries. Your
first visit should cover Rooms 1-28, dedicated to the Florentine Renaissance (home to the most famous paintings). A second visit could deal with
Rooms 29-45, devoted to the High Renaissance and Mannerism in Florence, with works that end in the 18th century.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking and is not suitable for guest with limited mobility, if intended to explore
Florence. The museum portion of this excursion is recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. The coach
is not permitted to drop guests into the city centre and a walk of about 15 minutes between the coach park and town is necessary. Guests
must meet at the pre-arranged time and place advised by your escort for the return drive to Livorno and your awaiting ship. Guests failing to
re-join their coach and escort as advised, will be responsible for returning to Livorno at their own expense. Bring local currency or credit
cards for any purchases. Free time in Florence for independent exploration is approximately 6 hours.

 
LIV-L / VOLTERRA AND SAN GIMIGNANO DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$119; Duration:9.00 hrs

 Indulge your senses with the splendid Medieval beauty, history and architecture of Tuscany during this full-day excursion to Volterra and San
Gimignano.
Volterra
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive to Volterra, one of the most important historical Tuscan towns, first great Etruscan
cities and Roman settlements. On the approach to Volterra, take in a stunning view of the town and its imposing fortress perched on an
approximately 1,820-foot (about 555-metre) hill of yellow clay rocks.
 
Upon arrival in Volterra, take a guided walking tour through the streets of the town centre. Pass by the 4th-century A.D. Etruscan Arch, or 'Arco
Etrusco', and the Duomo Cathedral, home of Guglielmo Pisano's The Last Supper and Fra Bartolomeo's The Annunciation. Additional sights to
be seen include the Piazza dei Priori, a beautiful square dominated by the 13th-century Palazzo dei Priori, and the exterior of the Roman Theatre.
Situated just outside the city walls, it is among the best-preserved ancient Roman theatres in Italy.
 
Following your walking tour Volterra's town centre, some free time is made available for lunch, shopping and independent exploration before re-
boarding your coach for the drive to San Gimignano.
 
San Gimignano
The walled city of San Gimignano is renowned for its 14 Medieval towers, which once numbered in excess of 70 during the height of the Guelph-
Ghibelline conflict. Despite the profusion of souvenir shops lining the main drag, San Gimignano is home to a wide array of spectacular
Renaissance art. Upon arrival you will have some free time for shopping and independent exploration. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board
your coach and commence the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking for approximately 2.2 miles (about 3.5 kilometres), with a few steps to
negotiate to get on/off the coach, steep alleys and approximately 20 steps at the sites visited. Walking in Volterra and San Gimignano is at
the discretion of each guest. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended.

 
LIV-O / COOKING CLASS IN LIVORNO DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$169; Duration:5.25 hrs

 Discover the secrets to preparing authentic and delicious Italian cuisine during this interactive, half-day cooking excursion with lunch.
Livorno, Aragosta Restaurant and Chef Introductions
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Depart the pier for the short guided stroll to the Aragosta restaurant. Upon arrival, meet the chef and receive a brief introduction to the
restaurant and today's activities. Afterward, your chef escorts you on a guided walking tour through the centre of town en route to Livorno's
Central Market.
 
Central Market Tour and Local Speciality Tasting
Situated near the main canal, this huge Neo-Classical building dates from the late-19th century, and is open every morning from Monday to
Saturday. Five entrances lead into the main food hall, where several shops and stalls sell meat, eggs, poultry, ham, cheese, bread, wine, and a
vast selection of interesting specialities. There are two adjoining smaller halls; one dedicated to fresh fish, and the other to fruit and vegetables.
The aroma of freshly-ground coffee is often the first to reach you from one of the coffee stalls. Following your market visit and shopping,
proceed for a tasting of a local speciality made from chick pea flour, 'torta di ceci', then walk back to the Aragosta restaurant with the chef.
 
Interactive Cooking Class with Lunch
Upon arrival, begin your interactive cooking class. Learn about and help make fresh pasta with a delicious and traditional tomato sauce. Some
local dishes are also part of the class. Seafood 'panzanella' is a rich and delicious variation on the classic panzanella. The concept of poor cuisine,
based only on ingredients that can be picked from the kitchen garden, is lost, but the result is a new interpretation full of flavour. Fish balls are a
delicious and light dish, and a specialty of this restaurant. Dessert consists of 'tiramisu', which is made of ladyfingers dipped in coffee, layered
with a whipped mixture of eggs, sugar, and mascarpone cheese, and flavoured with cocoa. Following your cooking class, enjoy a lunch
consisting of the dishes you've helped to prepare. At the conclusion of your visit, commence the short walk back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 1.24 miles (about two kilometres), with a few steps to
negotiate to get enter the Central Market; a ramp is available. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise
a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Guests must be at
least eight years old to participate on this tour. Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid
disappointment.

 
LIV-P / BOCELLI ESSENCE OF WINE WITH LUNCH DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$499; Duration:6.00 hrs

 Experience the essence and flavours of the Bocelli Estate and Vineyards during this picturesque, full-day sightseeing excursion with lunch.
Livorno, Lajatico, Theatre of Silence
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately one-hour drive through the panoramic Tuscany en route to Lajatico, the hometown of Maestro
Andrea Bocelli. Upon arrival, a visit is made to the enormous Teatro del Silenzio Arena (Theatre of Silence), where the Maestro holds his annual
concert each year. Following your visit, re-board your coach and head to the Bocelli Estate and Vineyards.
 
Bocelli Estate and Vineyards, Officine Bocelli, Wine Tasting, Museum, Tuscan Lunch
Upon arrival, lose yourself in the splendid Tuscan flavours and landscapes during a visit to the Bocelli Estate and Vineyards. Enjoy a delightful
wine tasting accompanied by local specialities at the Officine Bocelli, where Alessio Bocelli, nephew of Andrea Bocelli, explains the history of his
various wines. Following your wine tasting, explore the estate's museum, which is dedicated to the Maestro's achievements, then proceed for a
four-course Tuscan lunch accompanied by Bocelli wine.
 
Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 328 yards (about 300 metres), at times over uneven surfaces,
with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and ten steps at the museum. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility
and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are
recommended. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages.

 
LIV-Q / BOCELLI SEASIDE EXPERIENCE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$599; Duration:6.00 hrs

 Indulge your senses with the scenic splendour, elegance and flavours of the Bocelli Alpemare Beach Club during this relaxing, full-day
sightseeing excursion.
Livorno, Pietrasanta, Free Time, Tuscan Riviera, Apuan Alps, Alpemare Beach Club, Forte dei Marmi
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately one-hour drive to the historic town of Pietrasanta, nestled between the lively Tuscan Riviera and
beautiful Apuan Alps. Upon arrival, some free time is made available to explore this lovely enclave at your leisure. Afterward, re-board your
coach and head to the beautiful Bocelli Alpemare Beach Club. Its location in Forte dei Marmi, situated between the Ligurian Sea and gorgeous
Alps in the background, makes the Bocelli Alpemare Beach Club a true paradise.
 
Bocelli Wine Tasting with Local Specialities, Four-Course Tuscan Lunch with Bocelli Wine
Whilst relaxing at the Bocelli Alpemare Beach Club, enjoy a tasting of Bocelli wines accompanied by fresh fish appetisers. Afterward, indulge in a
delicious, four-course lunch prepared by Chef Dario Leonardi and accompanied by a select Bocelli wine. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board
your coach and commence the approximately one-hour drive back to the pier.
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Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 875 yards (about 800 metres), at times over uneven surfaces,
with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and at the churches in Pietrasanta. Walking in Pietrasanta and Forte dei Marmi is at the
discretion of each guest. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight,
comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Proper attire is required to enter the
churches; shorts and bare shoulders are not permitted. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Space on this
tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
LIV-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$899 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

LIV-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1599 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

LIV-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$999 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

LIV-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1699 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

LIV-M / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: FLORENCE BY PRIVATE CAR DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1599 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 Explore Livorno (and/or the following sites: Florence / Pisa and Lucca) at your leisure during your full-day (8-hour) sightseeing tour via private car.
Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.
Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your
exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.
Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on
availability. Guide is English-speaking. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities,
is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person
in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

 
LIV-N / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: FLORENCE BY PRIVATE VAN DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$1699 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 Explore Livorno (and/or the following sites: Florence / Pisa and Lucca) at your leisure during your full-day (8-hour) sightseeing tour via private car
or van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.
Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your
exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.
 
Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on
availability. Guides are English-speaking. Participation is limited to 4-6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and
gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only
one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual
itinerary.
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October 06 2018, Saturday

Portofino - Italy
 

PTF-A / TASTING AT CASTELLO BROWN DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$149; Duration:4.00 hrs
 Indulge your senses with the alluring beauty and delightful flavours of Portofino during a scenic sightseeing tour and lunch in this wonderful port

city.
After tendering ashore, meet your guide at the pier and walk to the Piazzetta. Portofino is very small, and the quaint streets leading up from the
harbour of this tiny paradise can be explored in very little time.
 
Church of St. George
From the Piazzetta, take a very pleasant walk from the harbour, then ascend a series of steps en route to the Church of St. George. Dramatically
perched on the narrow neck of the Portofino headland, the church features a cool, plain interior, and offers picturesque views of your
surroundings, including the lighthouse that dominates the entire promontory.
 
Castello Brown
Leaving the church, proceed for a tasting of fine Italian food and wine at Castle Brown, an imposing building dominating the harbour. After its
wartime use had concluded, Montague Yeats Brown of the British Consul purchased the castle in 1867. Brown converted the structure into the
charming dwelling you see today. Upon entering the terraced gardens, take in wonderful panoramic views over Portofino from this breath-taking
setting.
 
Next, Guido Porrati, an Italian food and wine expert, and his chef lead a memorable tasting experience that emphasises the richness and variety
of the Italian cooking tradition. Your entertaining food and wine experience is conducted in English, and includes enthralling stories about local
traditions, anecdotes, myths and legends. Every single ingredient and dish offered is introduced in an engaging, lively style so you can
appreciate their flavour, value and history. Tasting glasses are used to ensure the best wine experience.
 
Piazzetta
Following this memorable culinary and wine-tasting experience, some free time is made available for you to stroll about the charming harbour-
side Piazzetta, or relax at one of the cafés with a drink and watch the people and boats pass by.
 
At the conclusion of your visit, return to the pier and tender back to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking over cobblestone surfaces, with approximately 80 steps to negotiate in order
to reach the Brown Castle. This tour is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or guests who utilise a wheelchair. The time spent
at certain venues may be extended or reduced, and other brief stops may be added. We recommend guests wear comfortable clothing and
walking shoes as well as bring sun protection. Minimum age for wine tasting is 18 years old.

 
PTF-B / GENOA & PESTO AT ZEFFIRINO'S DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$249; Duration:7.00 hrs

 Discover the scenic beauty and enticing flavours of Genoa during this sightseeing tour of the city, and a memorable pesto-making
demonstration and lunch at the renowned Zeffirino restaurant.
After tendering ashore, meet your guide and walk to the motor launch, then embark your boat for a coastal cruise to Santa Margherita. Upon
arrival, board a bus for the approximate one-hour drive to Genoa.
 
Genoa
Although Genoa is renowned as Italy's main commercial port, it also offers plenty of tourist attractions. Hilly Genoa is actually comprised of two
cities. The steep, narrow lanes, Baroque-style churches and vacant lots of the old working port stand in stark contrast to the handsome bustling
city filled with avenues, arcades, palaces, theatres and cafés spread out into the nearby hills.
 
Genoa City Tour
Upon arrival in Genoa, depart the pier for a panoramic sightseeing drive through downtown Genoa. Along the way, see the old and new sections
that combine to create one of Italy's larger cities. A photo stop is then made at Castelletto Hill for spectacular views over Genoa.
 
Zeffirino Restaurant
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Next, proceed to the Zeffirino restaurant. Family-owned since 1939 with its nondescript decor, candelabras, quaint genre paintings and waiters in
dark suits who expertly-arrange each serving at the table, Zeffirino's lives up to its advance hype for providing definitive Mediterranean seafood
and its world-famous pesto.
 
During your visit, Zeffirino's chef shows you the secrets to making authentic pesto sauce; a beautifully-light olive oil infused with basil. Here, the
pesto is made from the infant leaves of Genovese basil that impart a minty sparkle rather than the rather strident, licorice-like tendencies of
'mature' basil. The pesto demonstration is followed by a lunch consisting of pesto, fresh fish and a delicate dessert.
 
After lunch, re-board the bus to the motor launch then embark your boat for the return cruise to Santa Margherita.
 
Santa Margherita
Upon arrival, some free time is made available for you to explore the famous summer resort of Santa Margherita Ligure. Palm fronds wave along
the esplanade of this wonderful, old-fashioned resort, a favourite destination for foreign visitors enticed by the balmy climate, picturesque views
and comfortable, long-established hotels.
 
Following your visit, embark your boat for the cruise back to Portofino, then tender back to the ship.
 
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking, with a steep, narrow ramp that must be negotiated to enter and exit the
motor launch. This tour is not recommended for guests who utilise a wheelchair; however, it is suitable for those guests with limited mobility.
There is a flight of steps to access the first floor of the restaurant, but a lift is available. Operation of this tour is dependent upon sea and
weather conditions. The time spent at certain venues may be extended or reduced, and other brief stops may be added.

 
PTF-C / SAN FRUTTUOSO & CAMOGLI DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Experience the splendid coastal beauty and medieval landmarks along the Italian Riviera during this memorable tour of San Fruttuoso and
Camogli.
After tendering ashore, meet your guide and walk to the motor launch, then embark your boat and proceed for a coastal cruise to San Fruttuoso
Bay.
 
San Fruttuoso
A deep inlet along the coastline of the Portofino Promontory between Camogli and Portofino is home to the famous medieval abbey of San
Fruttuoso di Capodimonte, located in the fishing village of the same name. After its initial monastic use, the complex at San Fruttuoso di
Capodimonte served as a humble home for fishermen, a den for pirates and later the property of the Doria Princes for centuries.
 
The monumental San Fruttuoso Abbey comprises the church, which is located at the end of a narrow valley. The small, two-level cloisters
between the church and the Abbey feature an open area in the centre flanked by the monks' cemetery to the east, the tombs of the Doria family
to the west and the Gothic Abbey facing towards the sea.
 
The first community of devotees of the martyr from Tarragona settled in this small bay at the beginning of the 8th century, and built a church that
repelled Saracen raids until the 10th century. The abbey reached its greatest splendour in the 15th century. It has been the main political and
economic centre of the promontory until the last century, and influenced the organisation of the territory, agricultural system and fishing
economy.
 
Following your inside visit to the abbey, embark the boat for another brief cruise to Camogli.
 
Camogli
Camogli is a small Italian fishing village located on the Italian Riviera. The name of the village means 'house of wives', because the coloured faces
of the beach houses were useful in helping guide fishermen back to shore, even in bad weather. Upon arrival, disembark your boat and
commence your walking tour of this wonderful small town. Its houses are clustered together above the sea, and feature brilliantly-painted trompe
l'oeuil, with fake windows, balustrades and more.
 
For some time, tourist activities have replaced old and deeply-rooted traditions that began to decline at the end of the 19th century. However,
this process did not prompt rampant modern development in Camogli. The village has retained its unique structure, along with the extraordinary
environmental elements that make it a splendid attraction to this day.
 
Following a walking tour of Camogli, embark your boat for the approximate 40-minute return cruise to Portofino. During the coastal cruise back
to Portofino some focaccia bread with a glass of local wine will be served.
 
Upon arrival in Portofino tender back to the ship at your leisure.
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Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking, with a few steep steps that must be negotiated in order to embark and
disembark the motor launch. The entrance to the San Fruttuoso Abbey requires walking over gravel surfaces, and the inside visit of the abbey
includes many uneven steps to climb. This tour is not recommended for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair.
Operation of this tour is dependent upon sea and weather conditions. A strict dress code is enforced when visiting the abbey; short pants
and tank-tops are not permitted. The time spent at certain venues may be extended or reduced, and other brief stops may be added.

 
PTF-D / VILLAGES OF RAPALLO & SANTA MARGHERITA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$119; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Experience the rich traditions of wonderfully old-fashioned seaside resorts that string along the eastern half of the Italian Riviera where palm
fronds wave along esplanades. Get up close and personal with two of the best-known resorts of the region during this scenic, half-day visit to
Rapallo and Santa Margherita.
Portofino and the Tigullio Gulf are world-renowned symbols of Italy. The coast is a sequence of fashionable resorts with marinas, pastel-coloured
houses, first-rate sports facilities and the seductive atmosphere of la dolce vita. However, visitors to the area are perhaps most enamoured by the
beautiful seascapes. Suspended between the intense blue of the sea and the green mountains, they offer some of the most celebrated views in
Italy.
 
After tendering ashore, meet your guide and walk to the motor launch, then embark a local ferry and proceed for a coastal cruise to Rapallo.
 
Rapallo
This charming town on the Italian Riviera features a gracious old seaside and port highlighted by the remains of its Medieval and Renaissance-
style architecture. Most of the town follows the sweep of the pretty harbour guarded by a medieval castle, and the gracious seafront promenade
bustles day and night. In the early-20th century, writers visiting this picturesque locale were inspired by the bay's extraordinary beauty. Max
Beerbohm lived in Rapallo for the second half of his life, Ezra Pound wrote the first part of his Cantos here between 1925 and 1930, and D.H.
Lawrence and Ernest Hemingway also took up residence here.
 
Following your guided walking tour, some free time is made available to explore this port town at your leisure, or relax at a café and watch the
people and boats pass by.
 
Santa Margherita
Next, embark the local ferry and continue your coastal cruise to Santa Margherita, a truly charming and relaxing place to visit. Along with Rapallo,
it is among the best-known resorts of the Italian Riviera. Upon arrival in Santa Margherita, depart the motor launch and proceed to the downtown
area for a visit to the Santa Margherita di Antiochia Basilica, also known as 'La Madonna della Rosa'. The church honours the legend of a sailor
who, during the middle Ages, brought a sculpture of the Virgin Mary with a rose in her right hand and Jesus on her left arm here.
 
Following your guided walking tour, some free time is made available to stroll about the seafront promenade, browse the boutiques of the
pedestrian centre, or sip a refreshing Campari or cappuccino at one of the many bars facing the sea, before embarking the local ferry for the
cruise back to Portofino.
 
Upon arrival, tender back to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires a moderate amount of walking, with a narrow ramp that must be negotiated in order to embark and
disembark the motor launch. Therefore, this tour is not recommended for guests who utilise a wheelchair; however it is suitable for those
guests with limited mobility. Operation of this tour is dependent upon sea and weather conditions. A strict dress code is enforced when
visiting the churches; short pants and tank-tops are not permitted. The time spent at certain venues may be extended or reduced, and other
brief stops may be added. A minimum number of guests per guide are required to operate this programme.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
PTF-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$799 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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PTF-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$999 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

PTF-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$899 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

PTF-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1099 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 

October 07 2018, Sunday

Saint Tropez - France
 

LTT-A / PORT GRIMAUD VILLAGE DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$119; Duration:4.00 hrs
 Experience an eclectic blend of cosmopolitan chic and country charm in the area of St. Tropez during this scenic cruise along Port Grimaud, and

a visit to its charming hilltop village.
After tendering ashore, depart the pier for the brief drive via coach to Port Grimaud.
 
Port Grimaud
Port Grimaud was created in the 1960s as a private lagoon pleasure city with waterways for roads and yachts parked at the end of every garden.
This extraordinary architectural experiment was the idea of François Spoerry who envisioned a town built in the manner of Venice with channels
of water and traditional French fisherman's houses, each with a personal boat mooring space at the end of the garden. The houses are built in
the tasteful old Provençal style. Upon arrival, take a pleasant guided stroll through this unique enclave, followed by a 15-20 minute motorboat
cruise past exquisite homes, lovely gardens, tiny squares and bridges spanning the manmade canals.
 
Grimaud Village
Next, re-board your coach and proceed for a countryside drive to the village of Grimaud, and a look at the quieter side of life in the South of
France. Known as a 'village perché', Grimaud is perched on a hillside high above the fertile valley, and is accessed by an uphill walk. Your reward
is a serene, rustic village with warm, ochre-coloured houses grouped around an 11th-century church. Until the end of the 19th century, the Castle
of Grimaud was the command post overlooking the Gulf of Grimaud. The remains of a medieval castle are an added attraction, as are the
stunning views from its hilltop location.
 
After a leisurely stroll around this charming setting, walk back to your coach for the return drive to St. Tropez Harbour.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking on cobblestone, unpaved and paved surfaces, with steps to negotiate, and is
not recommended for guests with limited mobility or guests who utilise a wheelchair. Total walking distance is approximately 1400m (1 mile).
We recommend wearing comfortable clothing, walking shoes and sun protection. During high season traffic may be congested in the area
and may affect timing of this excursion.

 
LTT-B / ST. TROPEZ STROLL & WINE APPRECIATION DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$109; Duration:3.00 hrs

 Indulge your senses with the culture, architecture and flavours of St. Tropez during a scenic stroll around this seaside resort, and a wine class and
tasting in a quaint village private terrace. Medieval streets lined with walled gardens, little squares set with dripping fountains and picturesque
houses all await your exploration.
St. Tropez
Although St. Tropez is world-renowned as an ultra-chic haunt of the rich and famous, this charming seaside resort is also a genuine Provençal
village with a rich cultural heritage.
 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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After tendering ashore, meet your guide at the pier station, then take a guided walking tour to discover the architectural and traditional beauty
of St. Tropez. As you proceed along the old harbour, often painted by famous artists, see an 1866 statue of Bailli de Suffren, seaside houses with
vaulted basements that used to be boat garages on quai Jean-Jaurès, and the famous Sénéquier Teahouse.
 
Next, your walking tour continues on to the Town Hall Square for a look back at a time when St. Tropez was an independent republic so
rigorously well-defended by its inhabitants that it was never conquered.
 
Wine Tasting
Your tour concludes at an intimate village terrace, where an expert oenologist greets your arrival and introduces you to the world of wine and
winemaking on the St. Tropez Peninsula. Learn the three techniques, sight, smell and taste, as well as the art of using the right words to describe
these sensations. The expert then puts your senses to the test in an interactive game of flavour-detection. Learn how to discern different types of
wine, and match food with the correct wine.
 
Following this unique experience, you may return directly to the pier or spend the afternoon in town at your leisure.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount (approximately 1.5 hours) of walking, at times over cobbled surfaces and it is not suitable
for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. We recommend lightweight, comfortable clothing, walking shoes and sun
protection. Guests need to be of legal drinking age to participate in the wine tasting.

 
LTT-C / VILLAGES OF GASSIN & RAMATUELLE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Experience Gassin and Ramatuelle in the Var region in the south of France, both beautiful hilltop villages set high above the Mediterranean Sea
and the peninsula of Saint Tropez. The villages were originally created to escape the pirates who terrorized the local Mediterranean waters.
Gassin is believed to be one of the oldest villages in the south of France with first written evidence dating back to 1234. Ramatuelle is located
above the famous Pampelonne beach, famous for its role in the Allied landing and also renowned as one of the main beaches of Saint Tropez.
After tendering ashore, depart via coach for a scenic drive through the heart of the St. Tropez Peninsula.
 
Gassin
Your first stop is at the picturesque village of Gassin. Its shape and size is reminiscent of a small ship perched on a summit. The original name of
Garcin dates back to earlier times to the 10th century. The Knights Templar is thought to have built the castle on the rock and you can see traces
of the Templiers on the ancient walls in some of the streets and doors. Once a Moorish stronghold, today Gassin is a chic and popular tourist
destination. It is known as 'the most beautiful village of France' and has an unrivalled panoramic view of the Golfe de St. Tropez, the Iles d'Or
and the surrounding hills.
 
During your visit, walk the maze of alleyways, sometimes linked by stairs, and take in the cosy atmosphere of the village. Leaving Gassin's hilltop
location, proceed to its lower-lying neighbour of Ramatuelle.
 
Ramatuelle
Larger than Gassin but just as old, Ramatuelle is surrounded by some of the best Côte de Provence vineyards. Upon arrival, commence your
guided walking tour. The guide points out the area's most interesting sites and the main highlights of the area as you proceed through the
twisting arcade of streets abounding with arts and crafts shops. Old houses, recently restored, huddle against the ancient town wall. Ocher
facades and pastel shutters are decorated with jasmine, honeysuckle and bougainvillea, a feast for the senses.
 
Of special interest is a monument to the members of the Special Services who died in World War II, and the ivy-covered tomb of French actor
Gerard Philippe, who died in 1959 and is buried in Ramatuelle's cemetery.
 
Following your visit, re-board the coach for the drive back to St. Tropez Harbour.
 
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking over cobbled and uneven surfaces, with steps to negotiate in the villages.
Since the tour coaches are not permitted to enter the port's parking area, a lengthy walk is required to-and-from the coaches. This tour is not
recommended for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Timings may vary during high season due to increased
traffic in St. Tropez.

 
LTT-D / BORMES-LES-MIMOSAS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Embrace the scenic beauty of Provence during this half-day outing to the seaside village of Bormes-les-Mimosas. Located in the heart of the
Mediterranean coastal region of the south of France, this medieval ancient village offers a step back in time.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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After tendering ashore in St. Tropez, depart for the scenic, 50-minute journey southwest to Bormes-les-Mimosas. En route, the coastal road
follows the St. Tropez Peninsula past numerous beaches, and the villages of Ramatuelle, La Croix and Valmer. Of particular interest are the
monuments and landing beach at Cape Cavalaire, where Churchill's 'Operation Dragon' came ashore in August of 1944.
 
Bormes-Les-Mimosas
Located just three miles from Le Lavandou, yet a world away, is Bormes-Les-Mimosas, one of the most attractive and flower-filled villages in
France. Precede through the Massif des Maures along a hairpin road that affords breath-taking views at every turn of the indented coastline,
which is replete with beautiful mimosa, palm and gum trees. Built as an amphitheatre, the hilltop village of Bormes-Les-Mimosas is famous for its
benign climate, fabulous panoramas and a flowery charm that has attracted many artists, painters and sculptors.
 
Village Walking Tour
Next, take a guided walking tour through the narrow streets of the village. Your route begins at the Renaissance Chapel of Saint-François de
Paule, located next to the old cemetery and remains of windmills. Traverse the charming, narrow and twisted streets dotted with arts and crafts
shops en route to the old castle.
 
Provence Castle
Built between the 13th and 14th centuries, the castle bears witness to the reign of the Counts of Provence; parts of it have been registered as
historic monuments. Although now a private residence, its threshold offers a wonderful panoramic view across Lavandou Bay, the Levant and
Port Cros islands, the Port of la Favière, and the private grounds of Cap Bénat and Gaou Bénat.
 
Your visit concludes with a refreshing drink and some free time to stroll about the slender, steep passages before re-boarding your coach for the
return drive along the coastal road to St. Tropez Harbour.
 
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking for approximately 1100m (3/4 of a mile) over cobblestones and some uneven
pavement with some steep inclines or steps in the village of Bormes. Tour coaches are not permitted to enter the port area of St. Tropez;
therefore, a lengthy walk is required to-and-from the coaches. This tour is not recommended for guests with limited mobility and guests who
utilise a wheelchair. We recommend lightweight clothing, comfortable shoes and sun protection.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
LTT-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$1099 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

LTT-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1999 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

LTT-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1199 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

LTT-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$2199 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 

October 08 2018, Monday

Marseille (Provence) - France

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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MRS-A / MARSEILLE PANORAMA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$79; Duration:4.00 hrs

 
 

MRS-B / ARLES - ROMAN CAPITAL OF PROVENCE DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$259; Duration:8.00 hrs
 Discover Arles, the largest city in France that resides along the banks of the Rhône River. Once a metropolis of the ancient Romans, today you

can still see the arena, the Alyscamps burial grounds, the amphitheater and the Roman baths of Constantin, all of which are registered as
UNESCO sites.
Embark your coach for a drive to Arles through the heart of Provence pass the Port of Provence, The Delta of the Rhône River and Camargue.
 
Arles
Your first destination in Arles will be the Ancient Greek Necropolis of Les Alyscamps. While this well-preserved Greek Cemetery is fascinating in
and of itself, this park is perhaps best known for its many appearances in the works of Vincent Van Gogh and Paul Gauguin.
 
After exploring this beautiful promenade you will drive to the centre of the Roman Town where you will visit the Great Amphitheater. The
presence of such a structure is tribute to Arles's importance as a regional Roman capital. You will also see Forum Roman Square, the
Amphitheater and Republic Square. Then you will proceed to the Van Gogh Café, the famous subject in Van Gogh's Café Terrace at Night.
 
Continue to the Town Hall where you will take a narrow staircase to go underground in the cryptoporticus. This series of vault-ceiling tunnels
formed the base of the forum and was - and is still- used as a warehouse.
 
After visiting these incredible sites you will proceed to the City Centre where you will be served lunch in a local restaurant and then you will be
able to enjoy free time.
 
Return to the ship via your coach on an approximate 1-hour and 15 minute ride.
 
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of activity and involves walking over unpaved or cobbled paths for approximately 1000m
(.62 miles). This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. We recommend wearing comfortable
clothing, walking shoes and sun protection. Bring local currency for any purchases.

 
MRS-C / AIX-EN-PROVENCE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:5.00 hrs

 Discover the historic landmarks and beauty of Aix-en-Provence on foot during this scenic and memorable walking tour through the Old City. This
city is all class: its leafy boulevards and public squares are lined with 17th- and 18th-century mansions, punctuated by gurgling moss-covered
fountains. Haughty stone lions guard its grandest avenue, cafe-laced cours Mirabeau, where fashionable Aixois pose on polished pavement
terraces sipping espresso.
Depart the pier for the approximate 45-minute drive inland to Aix-en-Provence, which was once the capital of Provence, an independent
kingdom at the time. Today, Aix is a lively university and spa town with a sophisticated atmosphere.
 
Aix en Provence
Upon arrival, take a guided walking tour through the romantic streets of Aix and past its stately 17th- and 18th-century mansions. Other sites to
be seen include the famous Cours Mirabeau, an idyllic, tree-lined boulevard with beautiful fountains, the statues of King René of Provence and
Anjou, as well as many outdoor cafés. In addition, learn about the great 19th-century master Paul Cézanne, who was born in Aix in 1839.
 
After a refreshment stop at a café at Cours Mirabeau, some free time is made available before re-boarding the coach for the return drive to the
pier.
 
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking for approximately 1/2 mile (800 metres), over mostly paved surfaces with a
few steps to negotiate. It is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. We recommend wearing
comfortable clothing, walking shoes and sun protection.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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MRS-D / VILLAGES OF PROVENCE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$279; Duration:8.50 hrs

 Experience the Provençal charm of Southern France during this scenic, full-day excursion to some of the 'must see' villages of Provence - Les
Baux de Provence and Saint Rémy de Provence. These two picturesque villages date back centuries; Les Baux de Provence offers a majestic
hilltop location with sites of historical interest and the celebrated Cathedral of Images. Saint Rémy is embraced by a wide, leafy boulevard; the
lazily charming old town is a maze of winding streets, cafés, squares and fountains with two exceptional attractions on its edge.
Depart the pier for the brief drive through the Provençal landscapes en route to the little mountain range known as the Small Alps, or 'Les
Alpilles', home of incredibly scenic village of Les Baux de Provence.
 
Les Baux de Provence
Upon arrival, take a guided tour of a traditional olive oil mill for a tasting of its products. After this delightful tasting, take a guided walking tour
of the impressive ruins of a former 11th-century citadelle, which is perched on a rocky plateau. Some free time is then made available to explore
the village and browse the many Provencal shops.
 
La Cabro D'or (Relais & Châteaux)
Next, re-board your coach a short drive to the restaurant la Cabro D'or Nestled in a wonderful garden at the heart of the Alpilles mountains, the
Cabro D'or is a family-friendly hotel Relais & Chateau, the hotel's gourmet restaurant serves mouth-watering specialties.
 
St. Remy de Provence
Continue your drive to Saint Rémy de Provence, which acts as a sort of link between the Arles area and the Provence of the Popes. Although it
has every appearance of being no more than a prosperous farming community, this small town is inextricably linked to the unavoidable 'tourist
route' through Provence. Philosopher Nostradamus was born in a house on Rue Hoche in St. Remy, only later moving to Salon de Provence to
compile his famous, influential prophecies. Three centuries later a tormented Vincent Van Gogh sought refuge in St. Remy where he painted
some of his best known works.
 
Return to the ship in Marseilles via your coach on the approximate 1-hour and 15 minute drive.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking for approximately .75 miles (1100 metres), with inclines, cobblestone streets
and steps to negotiate. It is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Although a minimum number of
participants are required for tour's operation, space is very limited. We recommend wearing comfortable clothing, walking shoes and sun
protection. The order of the sites visited may vary.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
MRS-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$999 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

MRS-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1599 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

MRS-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1199 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

MRS-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1799 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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October 09 2018, Tuesday

Monte Carlo - Monaco
 

MCM-O2 / POST CRUISE TOUR & AIRPORT TRANSFER: EZE & NICE DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$99; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Upon disembarking, experience the exquisite beauty of the French Riviera during this picturesque sightseeing drive through the Grande, Middle
and Lower corniches before you take your homeward bound flight.
Depart the pier via coach for a scenic sightseeing drive through the French Riviera, ending at the Nice airport.
 
La Turbie
Your journey begins on the Grande Corniche, which offers marvellous vistas extending as far as Italy. A stop is then made at the village of La
Turbie. Located at an altitude of 1,575 feet (473 metres), the village offers splendid panoramic views of the coast and Monaco.
 
Eze
Upon arrival, walk up to and through the 14th-century double gateway. A sentry walk leads into the steep and narrow streets, passageways and
stairways. At times, the streets run beneath the carefully-restored houses that now serve as smart boutiques or artists' studios.
Nice
Upon arrival at the capital of the French Riviera, drive along the "Promenade des Anglais", a splendid palm-lined boulevard stretching along the
Baie des Anges. You pass landmarks like the legendary Negresco, an imposing hotel with its Belle Epoque façade. See the Russian Orthodox
Cathedral, built with pink bricks, light gray marble and vivid colour ceramics, all sitting beneath six onion-shaped domes that lend an exotic
touch to the Nice landscape. Next, visit the Old City, where tall houses tightly-packed across narrow streets are often festooned with bright
flowers or hanging laundry, and designed to provide shade and keep the streets cool during the long, hot summers. A stop is made for a
leisurely stroll along the Cours Saleya, the elegant promenade of Old Nice, which is now lined with shops, restaurants and the famous Flower
Market.
Then drive to Nice airport on time for your check-in and your flight home.
 
Please note: This tour concludes at the airport in Nice and is intended only for guests with flights after 3:30pm. This tour requires a moderate
amount of walking, and is suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair, able to embark/disembark the coach
via steps. In Eze, guests may decide to remain at the foot of the village. The tour sequence may vary. Local currency is required for restroom
facilities. During Grand Prix, traffic can be heavy and some delays can be expected.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
MCM-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$949 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

MCM-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1699 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

MCM-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1049 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

MCM-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL-DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1799 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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